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Abstract

Let {~(k)h.EZbe a 2-color random scenery, that is a random coloration
of Z in two colors, such that the e(k)'s are LLd. Bernoulli variables with
parameter~. Let {S(k)hEN be a symmetric random walk starting at
osuch that P(S(I) E {O, 1, -I}) = 1 and P(S(I) = 0) ¥: 1. Our first
result shows that a.6., eo S (the sequence e(S(O)), e(S(l)), e(S(2)), ...)
determines eup to translation and reflection. Thus, this gives a positive
answer to the question of Harry Kesten whether by observing the scenery e
along the random walk path S, we can a.s. reconstruct eup to translation
and reflection if the random walk is with holding. Our second result shows
that with high probability, one can reconstruct a finite piece of the scenery
eof length l located close to the origin if one is given only a power of I
observations of ealong the path of S.

1 Introduction

For the history of the scenery distinguishing problem and the scenery recon
struction problem we refer the reader to the survey paper [2] by Harry Kesten
as well as to the introduction to [4]. Here we are merely going to give a very
brief and incomplete introduction and mention who posed the two problems
which we solve in this paper. Let us give a definition: A scenery will be
defined to be aJunction from Z to {O,1}. Let ~ and { be two sceneries. We
say that ~ and { are equivalent iff there exists a E Z and b E {-1, 1} such that
for all k E Z we have that ~Ck) = eCa + bk). In this case we write ~ ~ {.
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In other words, two sceneries are equivalent iff they can be obtained from each
other by shift and/or reflection around the origin. The scenery reconstruc
tion problem can now be described as follows: Let {S(k)h~o be a recurrent
random walk starting at the origin. Given a scenery { which is unknown to
us, can we "reconstruct" { if we are only given the scenery { seen along one
path-realization of {S(k)h~o. Thus, does one path realization of the process
{{(S(k»h~o uniquely determine {? In other words does one outcome of the
random sequence e(S(O», {(S(1», {(S(2», ... determine {? The answer to the
above question in those general terms is no. First, if { and eare equivalent,
we can in general not know whether the observations come from { or from e.
Second, it is clear that the reconstruction will in the best case work only almost
surely. As a matter of fact, if the random walk {S(k)h~o would decide to
walk only to the left (which it could do with probability zero), then we would
have no infonnation about the right side of the scenery { and thus not be able
to reconstruct the scenery {. So the best we can hope for is a reconstruction
algorithm which works almost surely. Eventually, Lindenstrauss in [3 ] has been
able to exhibit sceneries which one can not reconstruct. However, in [5] we were
able, in the case where {S(k)h>o is a simple random walk, to prove that it is
possible to reconstruct a lot of typical sceneries up to equivalence and almost
surely. For this we took the scenery { to be itself the outcome of a random
process which is independent of {S(k)h~o in such a way that the {(k)'s are
i.i.d. Bernoulli variables with parameter~. (As already mentioned we took
{S(k)h~o to be a simple random walk starting at the origin.) So the result in
[5] states that, up to equivalence, almost every scenery { can be reconstructed
a.s., provided we are given the observation of { seen along a path of the sim
ple random walk{S(k)h~o. (By almost every scenery we mean almost every
scenery with respect to the measure which makes the {(k)'s i.i.d. Bernoulli
with parameter ~). Now Kesten asked whether one might still be able to re
construct the scenery eup to equivalence if instead of being a simple random
walk {S(k)h~o would be a simple random walk with holding. One of the two
main theorems in this paper provides a positive answer to that question. Let
us formulate this main theorem in a precise way:

Theorem 1 Let p, q 2': 0 such that 2p + q = 1 and such that p > O. Let
{S(k)h~o be a random walk onZ starting at the origin such that P(S(1) = 1) =
P(S(1) = -1) = P and P(S(l) = 0) = q. Let {{(k)hEZ be a random process
living on the same probability space as {S(k)h~o and independent of {S(k)h~o
such that the {(k) 's are i.i.d. Bernoulli variables with parameter 1/2. (We will
denote by { the path of the process {{(k)}kEZ. Thus, { is a scenery which is
the outcome of a random process.) Then, one path realization of the process
{{(S(k»h~o a.s. determines { up to equivalence. In other words, there exists
a measurable function A : to, 1}N ---+ to, l}Z such that P(A({ 0 S) ~ {) = 1. (
Here {o S, denotes the path of the process {{(S(k»h~o).

The function A can be viewed as an algorithm which takes as input the
observations { 0 S and produces a.s. as output a scenery which is equivalent to
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~. Note that the observations ~ 0 8 contain an infinite number of bits and thus
our algorithm would take an infinite time to process all the input.

The other problem which we solve in this paper and which was asked first by
????????? is the problem of reconstructing a finite piece ofscenery in polynomial
time. To explain this problem more in detail we need some definitions. A piece
of scenery will be defined to be a function from an integer interval into {a, I}.
By integer interval v.-e mean the intersection of a real interval with Z. We
will write [x, y] for the integer interval consisting of all the integers between the
points x and y, where x < y. Let 1/J : D --+ {a, I} and;P : jj --+ {a, I} be
two pieces of sceneries. We say that 1/J and ;p are equivalent iff there exists
a E Z and bE {-I, I} such that a + bD = jj and for all kED we have that
'l/J(k) = ;P(a +bk). In this case we write 'l/J ~;p. In other words, two pieces of
sceneries are equivalent iff they can be obtained from each other by shift and/or
reflection around the origin. Let x, y be two integers such that x < y and let
1/J : [x, y] -- {a, I} be a piece of scenery. Then we call the number y - x the
length of the piece of scenery 1/J.

Now the question is whether one might reconstruct a piece of the scenery ~

in polynomial time. By this we mean whether we might be able to reconstruct
with high probability a piece of ~ close to the origin if one would be given only
a finite number of observations from ~(8(O)), e(8(I)), e(8(2)), .... (Note, that
the condition that the piece of ewe want to reconstruct be close to the origin
is essential. As a matter of fact, because the scenery eis i.i.d. each finite piece
of scenery will occur up to shift infinitely often in different places in the scenery
~. Thus if we construct a finite piece of scenery and just say: "this is a piece of
e" then this kind of statement wouldn't make much sense. However if we say
instead "this piece of scenery is a piece of ewhich is located close to the origin"
then this kind of statement has "more" content.) Let us formulate this in a
more precise way. For this we need the following definitions and conventions:
If f is a function and A a subset of the domain of f then we write flA for the
restriction of f to the set A. As already mentioned e0 8 denotes the sequence
e(8(O)), e(8(I)), e(8(2)), .... Also, expressions of the type {3en

"l should be seen
as integers. As a matter of fact simply read floor function of {3en

"l when we
write {3en "l.

Theorem 2 There exists a > °and {3o, {31' {32 > °such that for each n > °
there exists a function ALGORITH Mn, where ALGORITH Mn is a function
from {a, I }e

1oan
to the set of all piece of sceneries, that is to Uk>O{O, I}k such

that if En designates the event {there exists an integer interval I (maybe ran
dom) such that [-en, en] c Ie [-4en,4en] and such that ALGORITHMn(eo
81[0, e10an]) is equivalent to the piece ofscenery ell.) then we have that p(enC

) ~

{3oe-{jln
fJ2

• (Here,~ designates the complement of the event en.)

So the function ALGORITH Mn can be viewed as an algorithm which takes
only the first e10an bits of the observations eo 8 in order to reconstruct with
high probability a piece of scenery of length of order en which is very likely to
be contained (up to equivalence) in ~ somewhere close to the origin (i.e. with
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high probability the algorithm ALGORITHMn produces as output a piece
of scenery which is equivalent to a piece of scenery obtained by restricting the
scenery ~ to an interval I, where" I is close to the origin and of length order en" .
Since the length of the piece of scenery which gets reconstructed is of order en
and since we need only e10£m bits of observations ~ 0 8 for the reconstruction this
means that we only need a number of bits which is equal to a power of the length
of the piece of scenery we want to reconstruct. This is why we call the algorithm
ALGORITH Mn, the polynomial reconstruction algorithm at level n. In order
to prove theorem 2, we are going to explicitly define for each n >°an algorithm
ALGORITHMn and then show that ALGORITHMn satisfies the condition
that p(enC) < {3oe-f31nI12. Although we won't prove it, it is easy to check that
the algorithm ALGORITHMn uses only a "polynomial number of elementary
calculation steps in en". This implies that the algorithm ALGORITHMn can
be implemented in the praxis. This is very different from all the previously
known reconstruction algorithms which take exponentially many observations
(in the length of the piece of scenery one wants to reconstruct).

Now theorem 1 is a simple corollary of theorem 2. Let us explain why.
First note that when theorem 2 holds, then, since P(EnC) < {3oe-f31nI12 we

have that ~n>oP(Enc)< 00. Thus a.s. en holds for all but a finite number of
n's. Let ~n designate the piece of scenery which is the outcome of the algorithm
ALGORITHMn. More precisely, let en be equal to ALGORITHMn(e 0

81[0, e10am]). With this notation we get that theorem 2 implies that for all
but a finite number of n's, we have that en is equivalent to the piece of scenery
obtained by restricting e to an interval In, where [_en, en] C In c [-4en,4en].
Now, with high probability, we have that" each piece of scenery of length en
appears at most once in ~I[-4en+l,4en+I]". More precisely, let Elf designate the
event E8 = {if i l hh,i4 E [_4en+l , 4en+l ] are such that IiI - i21, lia - i4 1= en
and such that for all k E O,l, ... ,en, we have that {(i1 + k(i2 - il)/li2 - ill) =
e(ia + k(i4 - ia)/li4 - ial), then i l = ia and i2 = i4.}. It is easy to show that
~n>oP(E8C)< 00.( Here E8c designates the complement of the event E8. For
the proof of this see [5].) Thus a.s. we have that for all but a finite number of
n 's E8 hold. But since we also have that for all but a finite number of n 's the
event en holds, we get that we can "assemble the pieces of sceneries ~n "and a.s.
get as a limit a scenery ewhich will be equivalent to e. This means that a.s.
and up the equivalence we can reconstruct the scenery e. The assembling rule
which we have to use, can be described as follows: take the pieces of sceneries
en and move them around on Z using shift and reflection until for all but a
finite number of n's, the moved ~n and the moved en+l coincide on at least an
interval of length en. Take then eto be equal to the pointwise limit as n ---+ 00
of the moved fHS. More precisely, let G designate the subgroup of all bijections
on Z generated by the shifts and the reflection around the origin. Determine
any sequence gb g2, ga, ... of elements of G such that for all but a finite number
of n's, one has that the piece of scenery en+l 0 gn+l : g;JI(Dn+l) ---+ {O, I}
and the piece of scenery ~n 0 gn : g;l(Dn) ---+ {O, I} coincide on (at least) an
interval of length en. (Here Dn designates the domain of the piece of scenery
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en. Thus, ~n 09n corresponds to the" moved piece of scenery ~n" .) Take then
the pointwise limit of the pieces of sceneries ~n 09n : 9;l(Dn) --+ {O, I} to get
as a limit the scenery e. That pointwise limit is defined in the following way:
For all natural number k, if k is contained in all but a finite number of intervals
9;l(Dn), then define {(k) to be equal to the limit limn-+oo~n 09n(k) (where
the limit is defined by taking those n's for which ~n 09n(k) is well defined). Let
us sum up: theorem 2 implies that for all but a finite number of n's we have
that a.s. E" holds. We also have that a.s. for all n's but a finite number the
events El: all hold. However, when for all n's but a finite number E£: and E"
hold, then the above described assemblage procedure produces as output (by
taking the pointwise limit) a piece of scenery which is equivalent to ~. This
proves that theorem 2 implies theorem 1. So from now on we are going to only
focus on theorem 2.

2 General ideas

In this section we are going to describe in an informal way the major ideas
behind the algorithm ALGORITHMn and theorem 2.

First idea) Let 1tk designate the O'-algebra 0'(8(0), 8(1), 8(2), ... ,8(k); ~(k)1
k E Z). Let 1t be the filtration Uk>01tk. The first idea is concerned with how
to reconstruct a piece of ~ close to the origin of length order en if one is given
on top of the observations ~ 0 8 a collection of eQn strictly increasing stopping
times which with high probability all "stop the random walk {8(k)h~o in the
interval [-en, en]". At this point we are not going to describe the idea behind
this "reconstruction when one has stopping times which stop {8(k)h~o in the
interval [-en, en]" since there is going to be a whole section dedicated to it,
(section 4). In section 4 we will define an algorithm 8UBALGIn which re
constructs with high probability a piece of ~ close to the origin of length order
en if it is given on top of the observations ~ 0 8 a collection of eQn strictly in
creasing stopping times which with high probability all "stop the random walk
{8(k)h~o in the interval [_en,en]". (Actually, the algorithm also needs as
input a small piece of scenery of length at least n2 which is equivalent to a
restriction of ~I[_en, en].) The algorithm 8UBALGIn will be used in the next
section to define the algorithm ALGORITHMn, and thus 8UBALGI" is a
subalgorithm of ALGORITHMn. We will prove that 8UBALGIn "works"
with high probability in section 4. However, let us at this stage already formu
late the main theorem concerning 8UBALGIn. Let 7"(1),7"(2), .... , 7"(eQn

) be
any finite 1t-adapted sequence of e<>n stopping times. We will write 7" for the
random vector (7"(l),7"(2), .... ,7"(eQn». Let E:.o designate the event E:.o = {
for all k E 1,2, ... ,eQn we have that 8(7"(k» E [_en,en]}. Now we will see in
section 4 that 8UBALGIn needs as input three things: a) a collection of eQn

stopping times b) the observations ~ 0 8 but only restricted between the first
and last stopping time ( and only up to shift) c) a little piece of scenery of
length at least n2• Thus formally the algorithm 8UBALGI" can be described
as a function from Wean X (Uk>o{O, 1}k) X (Uk>O{O, 1}k) into (Uk>O{O, 1}k).
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Let E!;.I be the event that the algorithm SUBALGIn constructs as output a
piece of ~ of length order en close to the origin , when SUBALGr is given
as input the stopping times T(l), T(2), .... , T(eon) and the observations ~ 0 S re
stricted to the time between T(l) and T(eon) and any "little" piece of scenery
oflength at least n2 contained in ~I[_en,en]. More precisely, E!;.I = {for each
piece of scenery 1/J of length at least n2 such that 1/J is equivalent to a piece of
scenery obtained by restricting ~l[-en,en] to an interval contained in [_en, en],
there exists an interval I such that [-en, en] c I C [-4en,4en] and such that
SUBALGIn(Tj~oSI[T(l), T(eOn)]; 1/J) is equivalent to the piece of scenery ~II}.

Let E!;S denote the complement of E!;, I . (We will always use the notation Efc
for the complement of an event Ef.) We are now ready to formulate the main
theorem concerning the algorithm SUBALGIn:

Theorem 3 There exists {33, (34 > 0 such that for all n > 0 and all strictly
increasing 1l-adapted sequences of stopping times.T(l) ,T(2), .... , T(eOn ) we have
that P(E!;,1. nE~,o) ::; {33e-f34n. In other words, the probability that SUBALGIn
fails in reconstructing a piece of e of length order en close to the origin de
spite the fact that SUBALGIn is given the right input, is exponentially small
in n. By "given the right input" we mean that SUBALGIn is given a 1l
adapted sequence of strictly increasing stopping times all stopping the random
walk {S(k)}k~o in [_en, en] as well as a piece of length at least n2 ofel[-en, en]
and the observations e0 S restricted to the period between the first and the last
stopping time.

The above theorem implies that in order to be able to reconstruct with high
probability a piece of eof length order en close to the origin we only need to
be able to construct an 1l-adapted sequence of eon strictly increasing stopping
times which are very likely to all stop the random walk {S(k)h~o in [_en, en].
The second idea is due to Kesten and helps constructing stopping times which
all stop {S(k)h~o in the SaIlle area. To explain the second idea we need a few
definitions:

Definition 4 Let 1/J : D ~ {O, I} be a piece of scenery. (Thus for example,
1/J could also be equal to a scenery or 1/J could be equal to the observations ~ 0

SI[0,e3on].) Letx,y E D. Then, we say that {x,y} is a block of1/J ifflx-y[ ~ 2
and for all integer z strictly between x and y, we have that 1/J(x) = 1/J(y) i= 1/J(z).
We call Ix - yl the length of the block {x,y}. If x < y then we say that x,
resp. y is the right, resp. left end of the block {x, y}. Let {tll t2} be a block
in the observations ~ 0 S and let {x, y} be a block of ~. Then we say that the
block {t1, t2} was generated by S on the block {x,y} iff {x,y} ::> {S(tl),S(t2)}
and for all t strictly between tl and t2 we have that S(t) lies strictly between x
and y. Note that each block of eo S is generated on one and only one block of
e· Let {x~+,X2+} where x~+ < X2+' designate the first block of eafter zero
of length ~ n. More precisely {x~+, x2+} is a block of e such that 0 ::; x~+;
X2+ -x~+ ~ n and such that there exists no block {x,y}ofe of length ~ n such
that x, y E [0, x~+ + 1]. Let {x~-, x2-} where x~- > x2-, be the first block of
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~ before zero of length ~ n. Let {x~, x2} designate the one of the two blocks
{x~+ ,X2+} and {x~-, x2-} which {S(k)h~o visits first.

Second idea) (due to Kesten) A block of length n2 in the observations eoS
is very unlikely to have been generated on a block of length ~ nO.4• As a matter
of fact the probability that a given block of ~ has length n has probability (!)n.
When {S(k)h~o crosses however a block of ~ of length n, {S(k)}k~O typically
produces a block of length order n2 in the observations. Thus, the probability
to see a block of length n2 in the observations ~ 0 S which has been produced
on a block of length n, is not smaller than order (~)n. On the other hand, the
probability for {S(k)}k~O to produce a bock of ~ 0 S of length n2 on a block
of ~ of length ~ n°.4 is smaller than e-f36n2/nD.8 = e-f36n1.

2
, where f35 > 0 is a

constant not depending on n. Now, e-f36nl.2 is much smaller than (!)n, and
thus when we first observe a block of length order n2 in the observation ~ 0 S
that block is likely to have been generated on a block of ~ of length ~ nO.4 •

Now the first thing which ALGORITHMn tries to achieve is to construct a
stopping time which is likely to stop {S(k) } k>O at the block {x~, x2}' In order
to achieve this, it is not quite enough to just take the first observed block of
length order n 2 in the observations ~ 0 S. Instead, we will take the first nO.2

blocks of length order n2 in ~ 0 S which have the average of their lengths higher
than a certain number. We will prove in the next section that this method
constructs a stopping time II~ which with high probability stops {S(k)h~o at
the block {x~, x2}'

Third idea) When one has constructed the stopping time II~ which stops
{S(k)h~o at {x~,x:n with high probability it is easy to construct e

anD
.
2

addi
tional stopping times which are very likely to all stop {S(k)h>o at {x~,x2}'

For this, simply take in the observations ~ 0 S the right ends of-the first e
anD

.
2

blocks of length ~ n2 after the stopping time II~. These right ends are, with
high probability, all times when {S(k)h~o is at {x~,x2} for the following rea
son: with high probability there is no block of ~ of length longer than nO.4 in a
radius e

nD
.
3

of the points x~ I x2' (other than the block {x~, x2} itself). Now we
saw that it is "very unlikely" that there is a block of length ~ n2 produced on a
block of ~ of length ~ n°.4. However when, S(II~) E {x~, x2} then for enD

.
S

time
after II~ we have that {S(k)h~o remains in a radius enD

.
S

of the points x~, x2'
Thus, for enD

.
S

time after 11(; the only block of ~ of length ~ nO.4 with which
{S(k)h~o is in contact is {x~,x2}' So, with high probability all the blocks of
~ 0 S of length ~ n2 which we observe within time enD

.
S

after 118 are likely to all
have been generated on the block {x~, x2}' Furthermore, is easy to check that
within time enD

.
S

after II~ we have that {S(k)h~o is likely to generate more
than e

anD
.
2

blocks of length ~ n2 on {x~, x2}' This is so because within time
e

nD
.
S

, {S(k)h~o comes back order eo.5nD.3 times to {xr,x2} and every time it
comes back the probability to get a block of order n2 is approximately lin.

Fourth idea) With those eanO.
2

stopping times which are all very likely to
stop {S(k)h~oat {xr, x2} we can reconstruct ein a radius of enD

.
2

of {X~,X2}'
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To achieve this goal we will use a slightly modified version of SUBALGIno.
2
.

This modified algorithm will get precisely defined in section 5, where we will
prove the properties of this algorithm. This algorithm will be denoted by
SUBALGIP. Thus, SUBALGIIn is the second subalgorithm which we will
use for the construction of ALGORITH M n. Let us mention at this stage
that SUBALGIIn takes as input exactly eno.

s
bits. Thus SUBALGIP is a

function from {O,l}e
nO

.

s
into Uk~O{O, I}k.

Fifth idea) AI3 just mentioned before the subalgorithm SUBALGIIn is
able to reconstruct with high probability ein a radius of en

O.
2

of {x~,x~}.
This is not yet enough since we want to be able to reconstruct a piece of eof
length order en. The idea we are going to present next shows how one can
use " partial reconstruction" to construct a lot of stopping times which are all
likely to stop the random walk {S(k)h~o close to the place where we did the
partial reconstruction. In general the number of stopping times we are able
to construct in this way is roughly speaking of order exponential power of the
length of the piece of scenery constructed in the first partial reconstruction. In
our case this means that since SUBALGI In reconstructs a piece of eof length
order en

O.
2

we can construct an order exponential power of en
O.

2
stopping times

which are likely to all stop {S(k)h~o close to {x~,x~}. However, in order to
be able to reconstruct a piece of { of length order en close to the origin we need
onlyeQ:n stopping times stopping {S(k)h>o in the interval [-en,enJ. So this
procedure of using a partial reconstruction to construct more stopping times
provides enough stopping times for the reconstruction of a piece of eof length
order en around the origin.

3 The algorithm ALGORITHMn

In this section we are going to define the algorithm ALGORITHMn and prove
theorem 2. We will use for this theorem 3 about the subalgorithm SUBALGIn
which will be proven in section 4. Also, the description of the subalgorithm
SUBALGIIn as well as the proof of the theorem which goes with it will only be
done in section 5, despite the fact that they will be used here. In what follows
let {SI(k)h>o denote any random walk having its increments distributed in
the same way as the increments of {S(k)h~ and such that {SI(k) -SI(O)}k~O
is independent of {e(k)hez and such that SI(O) E {x~,x~}.

Theorem 5 There exists constants {36' {37' {3s, {3g > 0 and a CT(e(k)lk E Z)
measurable event Ee such that for all n > 0 we have that p(Eee) ~ {36e-f3Tno.2
and for each scenery e E E£' we have that the conditional probability when con

ditioned under e of the event {the piece of scenery SUBALGIP({ 0 SI [0, enO.
3

])

is not equivalent to el[min{xf,x~}-eno.2, max{x~,x~}+enO.2J} is smaller than
{38e- f39n .

In other words, the above theorem means that with high probability eis
such that when we take any random walk starting at {x~, x~} and we use the
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first en o.
a

bits of observations by that random walk of the scenery eas input
for SUBALGIIn, then with very high probability the output is going to be
equivalent to the piece of scenery el[min{x~,x2'} - enO.

2
,max{x~,x2'} + enG.2J.

This implies that with high probability, every time the random walk {S(k)h~o

is back visiting {x~, x2'} and we take the next eno.
a

bits in the observations eo S
as input for SUBALGIIn we get with high probability as output a piece of
scenery equivalent to el[min{x~,x2'}_enO.

2
,max{x~,x2'}+enO.2J. (This fact is

crucial in understanding why we can use SUBALGIIn as a test to try to find
when {S(k)h~o is close to {x~,x2'}.) Next we need a lemma:

Lemma 6 Let rn designate the first hitting time of {S(k)h~o on {-I,n
I}. (Recall that the random walk starts at the origin.) Then there exists two
constants /310' /3xx > 0 such that if we define the number in = /3xxn2lnn then
there exists en > in, such that p(rn 2: in) 2: n-{3lO and for all m < n we have
that E[1'"'I1'"' 2: in;S(Tm) = -1],E[1'"'I1'"' 2: in ;S(1'"') = m -1] ~ en-I
and for n ~ m ~ 2n we have that E[1'"'I1'"' 2: in; S(1'"') = -1], E[TmlJ"ffi 2:
in; S(Tm) = m -1] 2: en + 1. Furthermore, for all m such that n°.4 ~ m ~ 2n
we have that both E[J"ffiIJ"ffi 2: in;S(1'"') = -1] and E[J"ffiI1'"' 2: in;S(J"ffi) =
m-l] are smaller by at least one unit from E[Tm+1 ITm+1 2: in; B(J"ffi+1) = -lJ
and E[J"ffi+1ITm+1 2: in; S(1'"'+1) = m].

Proof. We are going to show that if we take the constant /3xx > 0 (not
depending on n) big enough then the above inequalities hold. We use the nota
tion p.(m, 0) for the defective distribution P(S(J"ffi) = -1).c(Tm IB(J"ffi) = -1)
and p.(m,l) for P(S(1'"') = -1).c(1'"'IS(Tm) = m - 1). We have that
p.(m, 0)({r}) is equal to (pjm)r:::"]1(pcos(7rijm)+qt-lsin2(7rijm) and we have
that p.(m,O)({r}) is equal to (pjm)I.:~]l(pcos(7rijm)+qt-lsin(7rijm)sin(7ri

7rijm), (see Feller [1]). Now, we are going to show that if we take r bigger than
/3xxn2lnn with /3xx big enough, then in the sum (pjm)I.:'J:;il(pcos(7rijm) +
qt-1sin2(7rijm) only the term with i = 1 plays an important role, and thus
the distribution of .C{Tm - inIS(J"ffi) = -1, J"ffi - in 2: 0) and .c(TmIS(J"ffi) =
m - 1, J"ffi - in 2: 0) are both approximately equal to the geometric distribution
with parameter pcos(7r jm)+q. However the expectation of a geometric variable
with parameter pcos(7rjm) + q is equal to (pcos(7rjm) + q)jp(1 - cos(7rjm)).
The last expression is asymptotically equivalent to 2m2 j 7r. By this we mean
that [(pcos(7rjm) + q)jp(1 - cos(7rjm))]jm2 ---+ 2j7r as m ---+ 00. So if the
distributions .c(J"ffi - inIS(J"ffi) = -1, J"ffi - in 2: 0) and .c(J"ffiIS(J"ffi) =
m - 1, J"ffi - in 2: 0) would be geometric with parameter pcos(7rjm) + q, then
the part about the conditional expectations in our lemma would hold. Let us
explain next how in the sum (pjm)I.:~-l(pcos(7rijm)+ qt-1sin2(7rijm) the
part (pjm)I.:~21(pcos(1rijm)+ qt-18in~(1rijm) is small in comparison to the
leading term in the sum when r is big enough. Note that for i E 2,3, ... ,m the
value ofpcos(1rijm)+q which comes closest to pcos(1rjm)+q is pcos(1r2jm)+q.
Now, cos(7rjm) - cos(1r2jm) 2: (7rjm)sin(7rjm). However, for x E [0,7rj2J
we get that sin(x) 2: 2xj1r. Thus, pcos(1rjm)- pcos(1r2jm) 2: 21rpjm2•

Thus, (pcos(1r2jm) + q)j(pcos(7rjm) + q) ~ 1 - 21rpjm2. Recall now that
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(1 - Ijk)k ---+ e-1 as k goes to infinity. So that we get, (at least for
n big enough), that if r is bigger than {3:z::Alnm)m2/,rrp then (pcos('tr2jm) +
qrj(pcos('trjm) + qr is smaller than m-{3""". Thus, if we take r is big
ger than {3:z::z;(lnm)m2j'trp then (pjm)"EJI::"21(Pcos('trijm) + qr-1sin2('trijm) is
smaller than m-{3.,., xIjsin2(mj'tr) times (P/m)(pcos('trjm) + qr-lsin2('trjm).
Since we can take {3:z::z: as big as we want we get that (pjm)'Ei::"21(pcos('trijm) +
qr-1sin2('tri/m) is any negative power ofm times smaller than the leading term
(P/m) (pcos('trjm)+qr-1sin2('trjm) provided we take {3:z::z: big enough. However,
we have that m > n°.4 and thus (pjm)'Ei::-;/(pcos('tri/m) + qr-1sin2('tri/m) is
any negative power of n times smaller than the leading term (pjm)(pcos( 'tr/m) +
qr-1sin2('trjm) provided we take {3%% big enough. It only remains to show
that p(rn ~ in) is not smaller than a negative power of n. This is actually
true for any choice of the constant {3%% > 0. It is enough to show that the
leading term (P/n)(pcos('tr/n) + qr-1sin2('tr/n) for r = {3n2lnn + 1 is not to
small. Now, pcos('tr/n) + q ~ 1 - p'trsin('tr/n)/n ~ 1 - p'tr2/n2. Furthermore
sin2('tr/n) ~ I/n2 • Thus (P/n)(pcos('tr/n) + qr-lsin2('tr/n) is bigger than
(p/n3 ) [1 - p'tr2/n2]{3.,.,n2

Inn and thus bigger than (p/n3)n-{3.,.,2p
1r

2
(at least for

n big enough). The last expression being a negative power of n we are done.

•
To understand what the last lemma means note that rm has the same dis-

tribution than" the length of a block of ~ 0 S given that this block was generated
on a block of ~ of length m. E[TmITm ~ inj s(rm) = -1] would then be the
conditional expectation of the length of a block of ~ 0 S given that block was
generated on a block of length m, that its length is longer than in and that,
when generating the block on ~, we have that {S(k)h>o enters the block on
which it generates the block of eoS on the same side thax'i" it exits it. The above
lemma makes clear why we can use cn as critical value in a test to determine
whether some blocks of ~ 0 S with length ~ in have been generated on a block
of ~ of length longer than n. The condition p(rn ~ in) ~ n-{31o is there to
make sure that there are enough blocks of length ~ in generated on blocks of ~
of length ~ n. We are now ready to define ALGORITHMn(~ 0 SI[O,e10aR]):

Algorithm 7 First step) Let T+'(k), resp. T~(k) designate the right end,
resp. the left end of the k-th block of~ 0 S of length .~ i R

• Let 110 designate the
smallest Tn(k) for which k ~ enO

o2
and (i/eno02)'Ek_enOo2:E;;I:E;;kT+.(l) - T~(l) ~

cn. Second step) Apply SUBALGIIn to the observations ~ 0 SI[lIo, 110 +
enO

o3
]. Let 1/P be the piece of scenery SUBALGIIR(~ 0 Sl[lIo,Vo + eR

O
o3

]).

Third step) Let SET:: designate the set of all points k ~ eno.
s

such that
SUBALGIIn(~ 0 Sl[k - eno°S,kD is equivalent to 1jJn. Let vn(k) designate
the k-th point of the set SET::. Fcru.rth step) if vR(eaR) > elOan then
let the algorithm ALGORITH Mn break down. Otherwise, use 1jJn, vn =
(vn(I), vn(2), ... ,vn(eaR» and e0 SllvR(I), vn(ean )] as input for the subalgo
rithm SUBALGln to get as output the output of ALGORITH Mn. Thus,
ALGORITHMn(e 0 SI[O,e10an]) is defined to beequal to SUBALGIR(vftj~ 0

SI[lIn(I), vn (eaR)] j 1jJn) (when vft(ecm) ~ e10an).
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Note that step one is supposed to give a stopping time which with high
probability stops {S(k)h~o on {xf,x~}' that is with high probability S(vl) E
{x~,x~}. The second step is supposed to reconstruct with high probability
the scenery ~ in a radius e"0.2 of {xi,xn. In the third step, as we will prove
later, with high probability all the stopping times v"(I), vn(2), ...,v"(ean ) stop
{S(k)h~o "close to" {xf,x~}. However because the proof is simpler we will
only prove that with high probability S(v"(k» E [x2- _e"0.2 _enO.3,X2++e"0.2+
en

O.
3

] for all k E 1,2, ... , e()n. In step four, the condition that the algorithm
breaks down if v"(ean ) ~ elOan is there to make sure that the final output of
ALGORITH M" only depends on the first elOan bits of the observations { 0 S.
Next we are going to introduce a couple of events which we will need for the
proof of theorem 2:

Let Efdesignate the event Ef = {x~+, X2+' x~- ,x2- E [-e" /2, en /2]}. Let
E~ designate the event that {S(k)h>o hits on {-e" /2, en/2 } before time e3n.
Let E!3 designate the event that up totime 2e3n there is no block of length longer
or equal n2 in the observations ~ 0 S which has been generated by {S(k)h~o

on a bock of { of length smaller or equal to nQ.4. Let E'; designate the event
that in a vicinity of radius en O.3 of x~+, X2+, x~- ,x2- the only blocks of { of
length longer than nO.4 are {xn+ xn+} or {xn- x"-} Let En be the event1'2 1'2' 5

that within time enO.
3

of the first visit by {S(k)h~o to {xl'x~} we have that
{S(k)h~o produces at least enO.

2
blocks of length ~ in on the block {Xl' x~}.

Let E~ be the event that the average of the lengths of the first en
O.

2
blocks of

length ~ in produced by {S(k)h~o on the block {Xf,X2} is bigger than en.
Recall that T+.(k), resp. T~(k) designate the right end, resp. the left end of the
k-th block of { 0 S of length ~ in. Let E¥ be the event that for all k such that
enO.

2
~ k ~ 2e3n we have that the average (l/eno.2)I::k_enO.2E;lE;kT+.(I) - T~(l)

is smaller than en whenever all the bocks {T+' (I), T~ (I)} with k - enO.
2
~ I ~ k

are generated on blocks of { which have length strictly smaller than n.
Now all the events we have defined so far are here to make sure that the

stopping times constructed in step one of the algorithm ALGORITH Mn stops
{S(k)h~o on {Xl,X2}. We have niE1,2..,,7Ei c Eg where Eg = {S(vo) E
{xi, X2}}' Next we will need a few more events:

Let~ be the event that the piece of scenery SUBALGII"({ 0Sl[vl), Vo +
nO.3]) . 'val el[' {n n} nO.2 {n n} nO.2] Le l:'ne IS eqUl ent to." mzn xl,x2 - e ,max x1,x2 + e . t £110

be the event that { is such that the conditional probability when conditioned
under { of the event {the piece of scenery SUBALGIIn({ 0 SIj[O,eno.

3nis
not equivalent to {l[min{xl,x2} - e"0.2, max{xi,xn + enO.2]} is smaller than
f3se-13onO.2 and this is true for any {SI(k)h~o random walk having its incre
ments distributed in the same way than the increments of {S(k)}k>O and such
that {Sl(k) -Sl(O)h~o is independent of {{(k)hez and Sl(O) E {xr,x~}. Let
Eil designate the event that up to time elOan we have that {S(k)h~o visits
{xi, x2} at least 2eanenO.3 times. Let Ei2 designate the event that for at least
half of the k's such that k E 1,2,3, ... , 2ean we have that if t is the keno.

s
-th

visit to {xi,x2} by {S(k)h~o then SUBALGIIn({oSj[t,t+e"0.3]) is equivalent
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to ~/[min{x~, x~} - eno.\ max{x~,xn + enO.
2

]. Let Ei3 designate the event
that for every t ~ elOan such that SUBALGIIn(~0 SIlt, t +enO.

3
]) is equivalent

to ~/[min{x~,x~}- enO.2,max{x~,xn + enO.2] we have that Set + enO.3
) is in

[X2- _enO.2_enO.3 , X2+ +enO.2+eno.\ Let Ei4 designate the event {the piece of
scenery t/Jn constructed in step 2 of the algorithm ALGOlliTHMn is equivalent
to a piece of scenery of length at least n2 obtained by restricting ~I [-en, en] to
an interval} n { for all k E 1,2, ..., ean we have that S(yn(k» E [_en, en]} n {
yn(k) < elOan }. Now when Ei4 holds, we have that in step five of the algorithm
ALGOlliTHMn the subalgorithm SUBALGln gets "correct input". So, the
orem 3 implies that P(Enc n Ei4) ~ f33e- fJ4.n for all n > O. (Recall that Enc

is the complement of the event that the algorithm ALGOlliTHMn works, i.e.
the complement of En ={there exists an integer interval I (maybe random) such
that [_en,en] C Ie [-4en,4en]and such that ALGOlliTHMn(~oS/[O,elOan])
is equivalent to the piece of scenery ~II.}). Now since p(Enc n Ei4) ~ f33e- fJ4.n

we have that p(Enc) ~ P(Ei4'> + f33e-fJ4.n. Thus in order to prove theorem 2
it is enough to prove that P(Ef,f) is exponentially small in a positive power of
n. Now it is easy to check that Ei n E; n Efl n Ei2 n Ei3 c Er4' This in
terms implies that P(Ef4'> ~ P(EfC) +P(Es

C)+P(EiO') +p(E;CnEsnEfo) +
P(Eif) + P(Eii n Eio) + P(Efj). The last inequality implies that in order
to prove theorem 2 it is enough to prove that each of the quantities: P(EfC) ,
P(EsC), P(EiO), P(E;C n Eg n Eio) , P(Eff), P(Eii n Eio)and P(Ern') are all
exponentially small in a positive power of n. This is what we are going to do
next. For P(EiC) the proof is simple so we leave it to the reader. Theorem
5 implies that P(EiO') ~ f36e-fJ7n. Thus, P(EiO') is exponentially small in a
positive power of n. (The proof of theorem 5 will be given in section 5.)

Let us now prove that P(E;C n Eg nero) is exponentially small in
a positive power of n. By conditioning under ~ and because of the strong
Markov property of {S(k)h~o,we get that for ~ E Ero we have P(~I~, Eg) ~
f3se-fJgnO.2 and thus P(E;C n Esl~) ~ f38e-fJgnO.2. Integrating over ~ E Ero
yields P(E;C n E8n Era) ~ f3se-f3gnO.2.

Let us now prove that P(Eif) is exponentially small in a positive
power of n. Let Efn be the event that the first visit to {x~,xn by {S(k)h~o

takes place before time e3n. Let Eil2 be the event that within time e9an after
the first visit to {x~,X2} by {S(k)h~o, we have that {S(k)h~o visits {x~,x~}

at least e2an times. Since (at least for n big enough and we suppose a ~ 1)
2ean . en

O.
3
~ e2an and e3n + e9an ~ elOan we get that Efn n Efl2 cEil'

Thus, P(Eff) ~ P(Eii'l) + P(Eri'2)' Now, Ei n~ c Ern> Thus, we
get that P(EiI) ~ P(EiC) + P(E~C) + P(Eii'2)' We already mentioned that
P(EiC

) is exponentially small in a positive power of n. Furthermore we will
prove in a subsequent proof that the same thing is true for P(~C). So it
only remains to prove that P(Eii'2) is exponentially small in a positive power
of n. This is done as follows: let X(I),X(2), ... denote a sequence of i.i.d.
random variables which have the same distribution as the first return time of
{S(k)h~o to the origin. (Recall that {S(k)h~o starts at the origin.) For the
sake of this proof , let us use the following notations: x = e9an and y = e2an.
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Then, we have that p(Er12) ~ P(X(I) + X(2) + ... + X(y) ~ x). For any
set of positive numbers {a, b, s, d, e, ...} we have that (a + b + c + d + ....)3 ~
a3+ b3+ c3 +.... Thus, X(I)1/3 + X(2)1/3 + ... + X(y)1/3 ~ (X(I) + X(2) +
... + X(y))l/3. This implies, that P(X(I) + X(2) + ... + X(y)) ~ x) is smaller
than P(X(1)1/3 + X(2)1/3 + ... + X(y)1/3 ~ (x)1/3). By Chebichev, we get
that P(X(1)1/3 + X(2)1/3 + .., + X(y)1/3 ~ xl /3) is smaller or equal than
E[X(1)1/3]Y/«X)1/3). Thus, P(Erf2) ~ E[X(1)1/3]e-oon• Since it is well
known that E[X(1)1/3] is finite, we get that P(E112) is exponentially small in
n and this finishes this proof.

Let us now prove that p(Eri nEro) is exponentially small in a pos
itive power of n. Let Y(k) denote the Bernoulli variable which is equal to
one when SUBALGIIn(e 0 SI[tk,tk + enO.

3
]) is equivalent to el[min{xr,x~}

enO.
2
, max{xr, x~} + enO.

2
] ,where tk designates the ken

O.
3
-th visit to {xr, x~}

by {S(k)h~o. Then, Eri = {EkEl,2,... ,2eQnY(k)/2eoon ~!}. When we condi
tion under e, we have for each eE Ero that EkEl,2,....2eonY(k) is stochastically

{3 0.2
bounded below by a binomial variable with parameters 2eon and 1-13se- gn .
Let us assume that for example 1 - 13se-{3gnO.2 ~ ~, (which is true for n big
enough.) Then, it is well known by a large deviation principle that the proba
bility for a binomial variable with parameters 2eon and 1-138e-{3gnO.2 to have a
value smaller than ~ (2eon) is exponentially small in eon. This is much smaller
than exponentially small in n. Thus, if we condition under e, we get for each
e E Ero that p(Erile) is smaller than an expression of the type e-{3m

eQn
,

(where 13121 > 0 is a constant not depending on n nor on eE Ero)' Integrating
over e E Ero yields p(Eri n Ero) ~ e-{3121

eQn
.

Let us now prove that p(Er3') is exponentially small in a positive
power of n. Let for any x E N, e13(x) be equal to e(x + X2+ + enO.

2 + 1)
and let for each x < 0, e13(x) be equal to e(x + x2- - eno.\ Then it is
easy to check that {e13(x)}zEZ is an i.i.d. scenery with parameter! which
is independent of el[x2- - en o.2,x2+ + enO.

2
]. Now for k > 0 and x E .z

let Ei3zk designate the event that SUBALGlr(e 0 SI [tzk, tzk + enO.
3
]) is not

equivalent to el [min{xr, xi} - enO.
2
,max{xr, xi} + enO.

2
] where tzk designates

the k-th visit by {S(k)h~o to the point x + x2+ + en
O.

2 + 1 when x ~ 0 and
the k-th visit by {S(k)h~o to the point x + x2- - eno.

2
when x < O. Now

for x such that Ixl ~ enO.
3

we have that e 0 SI [tzk' tzk + enO.
3
] is independent

of el[x2- - enO.
2
, x2+ + enO.2]. Thus, in the case that Ixl ~ enO.

3
we have

that SUBALGIIn(e 0 Sl[tzk,tzk + enO.
3
]) is independent of el[min{xf,x~}

enO.
2
, max{xf,xi} + enO.

2
] Furthermore, all the bits of e outside [x2-' X2+] are

i.i.d. so that the piece of scenery el[min{xf,x~}-eno.2,max{xf,xi}+enO.
2
]has

at least enO.
2

i.i.d. bits. Thus, we get for x such that Ixl ~ enO.
3

that P(Ef3'zk) ::;
(~)enO.2. Now because, the random walk {S(k)h~o starts at the origin and
because up to time elOon it can not visit any point more than elOcm times or

. t t'd [ lOan lOan] ha l;'nany porn ou SI e -e ,e ,we get t t neloQn~lzl~enO.3;O~k~elOQnJ:i13Zk C
E13' Thus, p(Er3') ::; EelOQn~lzl~enO.3;O~k~elOQnP (E13'xk)' This implies that
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0.2

P(Ef3') ~ 2e20an(~ len . The expression on the right side of the last inequality
being much smaller than exponentially small in a positive power of n we are
done with the proof that P(Ef3') is exponentially small in a positive power of
n.

Let us now prove that P(El:C
) is exponentially small in a positive

power of n. Note that Ef n~ n Er; n E?l n E5 nEg n E¥ c El:. Thus,
P(E~) ~ EiEl.2•...•7P(EF). So we only need to show that for all i E 1,2, ".,7
, P(EfC) is exponentially small in a positive power of n. This is what we are
going to do next. We already mentioned that we will leave it to the reader to
prove that P(EfC) is exponentially small in n. So let us start with:

Proof that P(E~C) is exponentially small in a positive power of n.
It is a well known fact that there exists constants {3n, {312 > 0 not depending on
k or l such that for each k, l > 0 we have that the probability for the random
walk {S(k)h2::o to stay in the interval [-k,k] up to time l is smaller than
{3ne-f3121/k2. Thus, we have that P(E~C) ~ {3ne-4f312en, The expression on
the right side of the last inequality is obviously much smaller than exponentially
small in a positive power of n.

Proof that P(Er;C) is exponentially small in a positive power of
n. Note that from what we said about the probability for the random walk
{S(k)h2::o to stay in the interval [-k, k] up to time l it follows that the condi
tional probability for a block of eoS given that it was generated on a block ofeof
length k, to be longer than l is smaller than {3ne-f3121/k2. Let Er;(k) designate
the event that the k-th block ofeoS has length strictly shorter than n2 whenever
it has been generated on a block ofeof length shorter than n°.4. Then, we have
that p(Er;C(k» ~ {3ne-f312n1.2, However, nkEl.2.....2e3nEr;(k) c Er;. Thus,
P(Er;C) ~ EkEl,2.....2e3nP(Er;C(k» and P(Er;C) ~ 2e3n({3ne-f312n1.2). The ex
pression on the right side of the last inequality is smaller than exponentially
small in n and thus we are done with this proof.

Proof that P(Ef:C) is exponentially small in a positive power of n.
Let for this proof only, X(k) designate the time of the k-th visit by {S(k)h2::o
to {xi.\ x~} and Y (k) designate the Bernoulli variables which is equal to 1 iff
X(k) is the left end of a block of e0 S which has been generated by {S(k)h2::o
on {xl' x~} and which is longer or equal to in. Let Ef:l designate the event
that within time en

O.
3

of the first visit by {S(k)h2::o to {xI'x~} we have that
{S(k) h2::o visits {xl' x2} more than e(1/6)no.

3
times. Let Ef:2 be the event that

among the first e(1/6)no.
3

visits by {S(k)h2::o to {xl' x2} more than e n
O.

2
happen

to be left ends of blocks of eoS which were generated by {S(k)h2::o on {xl'x~}

and which are longer or equal to in. Then, we have that Ef:l n E52 c Ef:
and thus P(Ef:C) ~ P(E5f) + P(E5i}. Now one can prove in a similar
manner to the proof for P(Eff), that P(Er;-f) is exponentially small in enO.

8
•

So it only remains to prove that P(E5i} is small enough. Now P(E5i) ~

P(E1';:;k,;:;e(1/6)nO.3 Y(k) ~ en
O.

2
). However by the strong Markov property of

{S(k)h2::o and by lemma 6 we have that El';:;k~e(1/6)nO.3Y(k)is stochastically
bounded below by the sum of e(1/6)no.

3 i.i.d. Bernoulli variables with parameter
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~n-.BlO. For k such that 0 < k ~ e(I/6)nO.3/(2n.BlOenO.2) let us define the vari
able Yi(k) to be equal to Ek(2nlllOenO.2);;;I;;;(k+l)(2nlllOenO.2)Y(I). Then because of
the Poisson convergence theorem, we have that there exists a constant {31a > 0
not depending on n or k such that P(Y1(k) ~ en

O.
2

) ~ 1 - {31a' Now, we have
that P(E1;;;k;;;e(1/6)nO.3Y(k) ~ enO.

2
) ~ p(no<k;;;e(1/6)nO.3/(2nllloenO.2){Yi(k) ~

en
O.

2
} ). Now the expression on the right side of the last inequality is equal

to P(Yi(k) ~ enO.2) to the power [e(I/6)nO.3/(2n.BlOenO.2)]. Thus P(Egi) ~

(1 - {313)(e(1/6)nO.3/(2nlllOenO.2») and P(E?:i) ~ e_.B13(e(1/6)nO.3/(2nlllOenO.2)1. The

expression on the right side of the last inequality is much smaller than expo
nentially small in n and so we are done.

Proof that P(E(tC) is exponentially small in a positive power of
n. Condition under the information which among the first en

O.
2

blocks of
length ~ in produced by {S(k)h~o on the block {xf,x~} are produced by
{S(k)h~o crossing {xf,x2} and which are obtained by {S(k)h~o entering
{xf, x2} on the same side then it leaves it. When we condition under this
information, the lengths of the first enO.2 blocks of length ~ in produced by
{S(k)h~o on the block {xf,x2} become independent and their distributions
are equal to .c[rmITm ~ in; S(rm) = -1] or .c[rmlrm ~ in; S(rm) = m - 1], .
where m designates the length of the block {xf, x2}. (For the definition of
the random variable T m see lemma 6.) We assume that m ~ 2n (this holds
anyhow up to an exponentially small quantity in n.) Then it is easy to check
that the variables having their law equal to .c[rmlrm ~ in; S(rm) = -1] or
.c[rmlrm ~ injS(rm) = m -1.] have their tails exponentially bounded in n2•
Using lemma 6 one can then apply a large deviation principle and find that
P(E(tC) is exponentially small in enO.

2.
Proof that P(E¥C) is exponentially small in a positive power of n.

Let T7+(k), resp. T7_(k) designate the right end, resp. the left end of the
k-th block of e0 S of length ~ in which has been generated by {S(k)h~o on
a block of eof length strictly shorter than n. Let E¥(k) be the event that
the average (l/eno.2)Ek_enO.2;;;I;;;kT+.(l) - T~(l) is smaller than cn. Then, we

have that nen0.2;;;k;;;2e3nE¥(k) C E¥. Thus, P(E¥C) ~ EenO.2;;;k;;;2e3nP(£7"C(k)).
However, using similar arguments than the one used for the proof for P(E¥C)
one gets that P(E¥C(k) is exponentially small in enO.

2. Since in the sum
EenO.2;;;k;;;2e3nP(E¥C(k)) there are only exponentially many terms in n, we have
that the sum EenO.2;;;k;;;2e3nP(E¥C(k)) and thus P(E¥C(k) are both much smaller
than exponentially small in n.

4 The subalgorithm SUBALGln

The goal of this section is to define the subalgorithm SUBALGrn and to prove
theorem 3. Now recall that theorem 3 says that whenever SUBALGln is
given right input, then with probability close to one SUBALGln gives as out
put a piece of scenery for which there exists a (random) interval I such that
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[_en,en] C I C [-4en,4enl and such that ~II is equivalent to that piece of
scenery. By "given the right input" we mean that SUBALGln is given a
1t-adapted sequence of strictly increasing stopping times all stopping the ran
dom walk {S(k)h~o in [_en,en] as well as a piece of length at least n2 of
~I [_en, en] and the observations ~ 0 S restricted to the period between the first
and the last stopping time. By close to one, we mean close to one up to a
negatively exponentially small quantity in n. Next we need a definition: let
,p : D ---+ {O, I} be a piece of scenery. Let I be an integer interval such
that leD. Let 'P be a piece of scenery which is equivalent to ,pII. Then
we say that 'P is contained in,p. Now let E& be the event that the piece of
scenery ell-e3n, e3n] contains every piece of scenery oflength nI3/(ln2) at most
once. More precisely, E80 = {if i},i2,i3,i4 E [_e3n, e3n] are such that li1 - i21,
li3 - i 4 1 = nI3/(ln2) and such that for all k E 0,1, ... , nI3/(ln2), we have that
~(i1+k(i2 -i1)/li2 -i1 I) = ~(i3 +k(i4-i3)/\i4 -i31), then i1 = i3 and i2 = i4.}.
Now one can prove that Ello holds with high probability. More precisely, there
exists {314, (315 > 0 such that P(E&f) ~ {314e-t3lsn for all n > O. (The proof of
this fact is very similar to the proof given in and thus we leave this proof to the
reader.) Let SET be a set of pieces of scenery. Then we say that the set SET
has property P{' iff each element of SET is a piece of scenery which is contained
in ~1[_e3n,e3n]and if for each interval Ie [-3en,3en]oflength n(13/(ln2)) +1
there is at least one piece of scenery which is a member of SET which contains
the piece of scenery ell. Now, if we would be given a piece of scenery 1/; of
length n2 which is contained in W-en,en] and a set SET which has property
P{' and if on top of all that E80 would hold, then we could construct a piece of
scenery en for which there would exist an interval I such that ~n is equivalent
to ell and [_en,en] C I c [-4en,4en]. The way to construct such a piece of
scenery en can be described as follows:

Algorithm 8 step a) Place 1/; at the origin. i.e. let 1/;' be any piece of scenery
equivalent to 1/; containing zero in its domain. step b) find any sequence of
pieces of sceneries 'Po, 'P1' 'P2, ... , 'Pi' ... , 'Pi such that 'Po = 1/;' and such that for all
i E 1,2, ... , j we have that 'Pi is equivalent to a piece of scenery which belongs to
SET and the domain of'Pi intersects the domain of at least one piece of scenery
from 'Po, 'P1' 'P2' , 'Pi-1 in an integer interval of length at least 13/(ln2) and for
all i1,i2 E 1,2, ,j we have that 'Pil and 'Pi2 coincide on the intersection of
their respective domains. Eventually we also ask that the union of the domains
of 'Po, 'PI' 'P2, ... , 'Pi' ... , 'Pi cover [-2en,2en]. Once you found such a sequence
let ~n be the piece of scenery with domain [-2en,2en] which coincides with
all the pieces 'Po, 'P1, 'P2, ... , 'Pi' ... , 'Pi on the intersection of their domains and
[-2en, 2en]. ~n designates then the output of the here described procedure.

In other words the above algorithm works as follows: we put 1/; at the origin
and then from there on take pieces from SET one after another and "place them
on Z" by shifting them around and turning them around so that each piece we
place on Z coincides with at least one previously placed piece on an interval of
length at least 13/(ln2). We also ask that all the pieces picked and placed
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on Z coincide pair-wise on the intersection of their domains. We try to cover
at least the interval [-2en,2en]. The final output will be the piece of scenery
with domain [-2en,2en]which coincides with all the pieces placed on Z on their
respective domains. Now the important fact is that the above method works,
that is the above method produces a piece of scenery en such that there exist an
interval I such that en is equivalent to ell and [_en,en] C I C [-4en ,4en] as
soon as the following conditions are satisfied: the piece of scenery ,p is of length
at least n2 and is equivalent to a restriction of el[-en,en] whilst the set SET
has property Pf and Eoo holds. To check this, note the following: first when ,p
is a piece of scenery of length n2 which is contained in eI[_en, en] and SET has
property Pf and EOO holds, then if two pieces of scenery 'Pi

l
and 'Pi~ which are

both contained in el[-e3n , e3n]coincide on an interval oflength at least 13j(ln2),
then the two pieces 'Pil and 'Pi2 have same relative position to each other then
the two pieces of sceneries which are restrictions of eI[_e3n ,e3n] and which are
equivalent to 'Pi l and 'Pi2' This implies that when the piece of scenery ,p of
length n2 is contained in el [_e3n ,e3n]and SET has property Pf and Eoo holds,
then all the pieces of sceneries 'Po, 'PI' 'P2' ... , 'Pi' ... , 'Pj have same relative position
to each other then the corresponding pieces of sceneries q;o, q;l, q;2' ... , q;i, .•. , q;j'
(Here, q;i denotes the only piece of scenery which is obtained by restriction from
W_e3n,e3n] and which is equivalent to 'Pi') Now this implies that if we take
the piece of scenery with domain being equal to the unions of the domains of the
pieces of sceneries 'Po, 'PI' 'P2"'" 'Pi' ... , 'Pj and which coincides with each 'Pi on
their respective domain, then that piece of scenery is equivalent to the restriction
of el [_e3n , e3n] to an integer interval. (Of course assuming that the conditions
which we assumed for,p and SET hold as well as Eoo.) Now the "placed "pieces
of sceneries 'Po, 'PI' 'P2, ... , 'Pi' ... , 'Pj are not further than 2en from the piece of
scenery ,p' since ,p' corresponds to a piece of scenery which can be obtained by
restriction from el[_en, en]. This implies that the pieces q;o, q;l, q;2, ... , q;i, ... , q;j
are not further than en+2en from the origin. This already implies that the piece
of scenery en is equivalent to a restriction ell where Ie [-3en,3en]. It remains
to prove that [-en, en] C I. Now, the question is can we find enough 'Pi's such
that the union of all the domains of the pieces ofsceneries 'Po, 'PI' 'P2, ... , 'Pi' ... , 'Pj
covers the interval [-2en,2en]. As a matter of fact, if they do cover [-2en, 2en]
then we have covered an area with radius 2en left and right from ,p'. However,
,p' is equivalent to a restriction of ell-en,en] denoted by q;o. Because of what
we said about the same relative positions to each other, the fact that the union
of the domains of 'PO,'Pl,'P2, ... ,'Pi, ... ,'Pj covers the interval [-2en ,2en ],(i.e.
covers the domain with radius 2en left and right from 'Po) implies that the
union of the domains of ipo, q;l, ip2, ... , q;i, ... , q;j covers the domain with radius
2en left and right from q;o. Since q;o has its domain located in the interval
[_en,en ] thismeans that the union of the domains of q;0,ipl,q;2, ...,q;i, ...,q;j
covers at least [-en, en] and thus in this case we would have that [-en, en] C I.
So it only remains to prove that in SET there are enough pieces of sceneries
to ensure that the union of all the domains of 'Po, 'PI' 'P2'"'' 'Pi"'" 'Pj covers the
interval [-2en,2en]. Now, Pi' guarantees that we have "enough" pieces of
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sceneries in the set SET which are equivalent to a restriction of el[-3en ,3en j.
Since i{;o is equivalent to a restriction of eI[_en, enj this implies that in a radius
2en of i{;o we have enough restrictions of ewhich are equivalent to a piece
of SET. This implies that in a radius of 2en of 'Po we have enough pieces
of sceneries 'Po, 'P1, 'P2, ... , 'Pi' ... , 'Pj and thus the union of all the domains of
'PO,'P1,'P2, ... ,'Pi, ... ,'Pj covers the interval [-2en ,2en j. And so we are done
with proving that the above method produces a piece of scenery en such that
there exist an interval I (may be random) such that en is equivalent to ell and
[_en,enj c Ie [-4en,4enj as soon as the above mentioned conditions for .,p,
SET and E80 hold.

We have thus reduced the problem of constructing a piece of scenery which
is equivalent to a restriction ell such that [_en,enj C I c [-4en,4enj to the
problem of constructing a set of pieces of sceneries SET satisfying the condition
Pi. Thus, in order to prove theorem 3, it remains to prove that there exists an
algorithm for each n > 0 which is capable with high probability to construct
a collection of pieces of sceneries SET satisfying the condition Pi. Now in
the formulation which we choose for theorem 3, we did not assume that the
stopping times r(I), r(2), .... , r(eQn) all stop {S(k)h;:::o in the interval [_en, enj.
We rather give an upper bound for the event that"SUBALGln" does not work
intersected with the event that all the stopping times r(I), r(2), ...., r(eQn) stop
{S(k)h;:::o in the interval [_en, enj. It would be equivalent to prove theorem 3
only for those stopping times r(I), r(2), ...., r(eQn ) which all stop {S(k)h;:::o in
the interval [_en, enj. As a matter offact, if r = (r(I), r(2), .... , r(eQn»denotes
a 1i-adapted sequence of strictly increasing of stopping times which do not all
stop {S(k)h;:::o in the interval [_en, enj, then we can define another 1i-adapted
sequence of strictly increasing stopping times.r = (r(I), r(2), ...., r(eQn» which
do all stop {S(k)h;:::o in the interval [-en, enj and which is such that when EJ:,o
holds r = r. (To define such a r simply put r = r when all the stopping times
of r stop {S(k)h;:::o in the interval [_en,enj and otherwise if r(i) is the first
stopping time of r for which S(r(i» f/. [-en, enj, define r(j) = r(j) for all j < i
and for all i ~ j ~ eQn let r(j) be the (j - i + 1)-th visit by {S(k)h;:::o at the
origin after r(i). Now, obviously an upper bound for P(E!/,C) is also an upper
bound for P(E~S n E~,o)' This proves that if we can prove theorem 3 just for
those 1i-adapted sequences of eQn strictly increasing stopping times which do all
stop {S(k)}k;:::O in the interval [_en,enj then theorem 3 holds. Thus from now
on we will assume until the end of this section that r = (r(I), r(2), .... ,r(eQn»
denotes a 1i-adapted sequence of strictly increasing stopping times which do all
stop {S(k)h;:::o in the interval [-en,enj. With this and the previous remark
we can now formulate what remains to be done in this section:

We need to prove that for each n > 0 there exists an algorithm SUBALGIIIn
(producing as output a collection of pieces of sceneries) and constants /316' /317 >
o such that for all n > 0 and all 1i-adapted sequence of strictly increasing
stopping times.r = (r(I),r(2), .... ,r(eQn»which do all stop {S(k)h;:::o in the
interval [-en, enj we have that P{for every piece of scenery .,p oflength longer
than n2 and which is contained in eI[_en, en j the collection of pieces of sceneries
SUBALGlIIn(r, eoSI[r(I), r(eQn )] , .,p) satisfies condition Pi} ~ 1-/316e-1317n.
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Next we are going to give a rough description of how we are going to define the
algorithm SUBALGIIr. For this we will need the following definitions:

Definition 9 Let X denote a binary sequence of length e3n • Thus, X E
{O,ly3n . In what follows Cl > 0 will designates a constant not depending on n,
(for the definition see at the beginning of subsection 4.3). Let h be the "truncat
ing"function from N to {I,2,3,4,5,6} such that for all i ~ 6 we have h(i) =6,
and h(I) = 1, h(2) = 2, h(3) =3, h(4) = 4, h(5) = 5. Now, let d > 0 and let
Bn(X), OBSn(d)(X), Fn(d) (X), bn(X) I r(d)(X) denote the following things: let
Bfl(X) denote the cln -component vector who's i-th entry for i ~ cln is equal
to the value of the function h at the length of the i-th block of X after e2n , (if
it exists,). In other words the cln components of the measumble vector Bn(X)
are made out of the truncated lengths of the first cln blocks of x. Let bn(X)
designate the right end of the cln-th block of x, (if it exists). Let r(d)(X) des
ignate the left end of the first block of xl [bfl(X) + d, e3n [. Let OBSfl(d)(X)
designate the binary word which are the observations X between bn(X) and
r(d)(X). More precisely, OBSn(d)(X) = (X(bn(X)),X(bfl(X) + I),X(bfl(X) +
2), ... , X(r(d)(X))). Let Fn (d) (X) be the cln -component vector made out of the
truncated lengths of the first cln blocks of XI[r(d)(x),e3n]. (when the defini
tions above don't make sense because there are not enough blocks in X then define
Bfl(X), OBsn(d)(X), pn(d)(X), bn(X), r(d) (X) in any way you want, but de
pending only on X.} Let ~(d) denote the event that X(bn(X)+d) '" X(bn(X)+d+
1). Let °< d1 < d2 then it is easy to check that Bn,OBsn(~),Fn,bfl,r(d2)
uniquely determines Bn,OBsn(d1),Fn,bn,r(dd. Thus,

17(Bn,OBSn(dd, pn,r(dd - bn) C 17(Bn, OBSn(d2), pn, r(d2) - bn)

(on {O, 1}e
3n

}. Next we are going to define a couple of measures on the
17-algebm 17(Bfl, OBsn(d), Fn, red) - bn) for d = 17njln2. Let {S:l:(k)h.~o

be a mndom walk starting at the point x which is independent of {~(k)hEZ,
having same tmnsition distribution as the process {Sx(k)h~o. Now let £x('I~)
be the (mndom) probability measure induced on 17(Bn, OBSn(d),Fn, r(d)-bn)
for d = 17njln2, by the measure for 17(x) obtained by putting X = ~ 0 Sxl[O,e3n]
and conditioning under~. So whenever we write Px(... ) or Lx(... ) we will see
Bn,°BSfl (d), pn(d), r(d) - bn as mndom variables living on the same space as
~ and Sx which are equal to the function Bn, OBSn(d), Fn(d) , red) _bn at X =
~oSxI[O, e3n]. For all integer x E [_en, efl] let a(x) be equal to the proportion of
k's in k E 1,2, ... , ean je3n -1 such that S(T(ke3n) = x). (I.e. we only take ev
ery e3fl·th stopping times from T = (T(I), T(2), .... ,T(ean )) and we look at which
percentage of theses stopping times stop {S(k) }k~O at the point x.} Since we as
sumed that a.s. all stopping times in T =(T(I), T(2) , .... ,T(ean )) stop {S(k)h~o

in [-en,en] we get that the collection of coefficients a(x), with x an integer of
[-en, en], forms a.s. the coefficients for a convex combination. Let p. designate
the mndom measure on17(Bn,OBSft.(I7njln2),pn, r(17njln2)-bn) defined by
p. = 2:xE[-exp(ft.),ezp(ft.)] a(x)£x(·I{)· Let jJ, designate the empirical distribution
of (Bft., OBsn(I7njln2), pn, r(I7njln2) - bft.) obtained by taking the observa
tions eo S after every e3n·th stopping time T = (T(I), T(2), .... , T(eaft.). More
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precisely, for all i such that 1 ~ i ~ ean / e3n - 1 let Xi denote the finite sequence
{(S(r(ie3n», {(S(r(ie3") +1»,{(S(r(ie3") +2», ...{(S(r(ie3") + e3"». Let jJ.
denote the empirical distribution on u(Bn, OBS"(17n/ln2) , Fn, !"(17n/ln2) 
b") based on the variables Xi, 1 ~ i ~ eQn

/ e3n - 1. Let e be the signed measure
on u(Bn ,OBS"(17n/ln2) , Fn,!"(17n/ln2) - b") which is equal to e = jJ. -p.
If 0 designates a finite set containing i elements, then any probability measure
on the u-algebra of all the subsets of 0, i.e. onP(O), will be viewed as a vector
of ai . As a matter of fact, if for each element ~ E 0 we know the value of
the probability measure on {~} then that probability measure is uniquely defined.
Thus if v is a measure on P(O), we will represent vas the i-dimensional vector
having its j -th coordinate for j ~ i equal to v({~j}) where ~j is the j -th element
of the set O. Let. be a set with k elements. Let V2 be a probability measure
on P(.). Then the product of the two measures v and V2, i.e. v ® V2, will be
seen as the i x k dimensional vector in the tensor product space ai®.aj . Fol
lowing our way of representing probability measure on finite spaces as vectors of
x-dimensional real vector space, we get that the vector representing v ® V2 is
equal to the tensor product of the vector representing J.L multiplied with the vector
representing v. (For those not familiar with tensor products, simply see J.L ® v
as a i x k matrix having its (j, l)-th entry equal to the product of the two real
numbers p(nj}) x v({~l}) where ~j is the j-th element of the set 0 and ~l is the
l-th element of the set •.) Now Bn takes values in a set with 5C1

" elements.
Thus the law £z(Bnl~) can thus be viewed as a 5c1n dimensional vector. Recall
that T" designate the first hitting time of {S(k)h;:::o on {-l,n -I}. Define
then the defective distributions J.L(n,O) = P(S(T") = -l)£(T"IS(T") = -1)
and J.L(n, 1) = P(S(Tn) = n-1)£(T"IS(T") = n-1). Now a linear functional
f : a 5 ® a 5 ® ... ® JR5 _ JR which has as domain the m-times tensor prod
uct of:IR5 with itself, is called positive iff for each sequence of natuml numbers
nI, n2, ... , nm > 1 and each sequence of 0 's and 1 's II, l2, ... , lm we have that
f(J.L(nlld®J.L(n212) ® ...®J.L(nmlm»~ O. Let Xl be an integerin [_e3n , e3n] such
that e(xd :f e(XI -1). Then, we call a linear functional f a limiting functional
of ~ to the left at the point Xl iff f is a positive functional such that for all
X2 > Xl with X2 E [_e3n - en, e3n + en] and not({(x2) = {(X2 -1) = {(X2 +1»
we have that f(£x(Bn)I{,Sx(bn ) = X2» = 0 whenever P(Sz(bn) = X3) > 0
whilst f(£x(Bn)I{, Sx(bn) = xd :f O. Let YI be ari integer in [_e3n,e3n] such
that {(YI):f {(YI + 1) and such that P(Sx(e2n ) = YI) > 0 for all X E [_en, en].
Then, we call a linear functional g a limiting functional to the right of the point
YI iffg is a positive functional such that for all Y2 < YI with Y2 E [_e3n , e3n] we
have that g(£x(Fn)I{, Sx(fn) = Y2) = 0 whenever p(Sz(fn) = Y2) > 0 whilst
g(£z(Fn)I~, Sx(fn) = yd :f O.

We are now ready at this stage to explain informally how SUBALGIII" is
able to construct pieces of sceneries contained in {J[[-e3", e3n]. Now we will
always asswne that the right end of the cln-th block of { 0 SI[!"(17n/ln2), oc[
is smaller than r(ie3n ) + e3n. (The probability that the last statement would
not hold would be negatively exponentially small in an exponential function of
n, and thus would be negligeable since the other events we are dealing with are
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only exponentially small in n.) Now, when calculating our empirical distribu
tion ft we only take every e3n -th stopping time from 7" = (7"(1),7"(2), ... , 7"(ean».
Since the sequence of stopping times 7"(1),7"(2), ... , 7"(ean) is strictly increasing,
the ie3n - th such stopping times are at least e3n away from each other. Thus
he different intervals [7"(ie3n), r(ie3n) + e3n] don't overlap. Because of the
strong Markov property of {Sx(k)h~o, if X~ designates the i-th Xi such that
S(r(je3n)) = x then the collection (Bn, OBsn(17njln2) ,F(17njln2) ,r(17njln2)
bn)(X~),1 ~ i ~ a(x) becomes LLd. (provided we condition under ~). So if
instead of taking our empirical distribution based on Xi, 1 ~ i ~ ean je3n -1 we
would take an empirical distribution based on X~, 1 ~ i ~ a(x) then this empir-
ical distribution would be an approximation of .cx(.I~). (Actually we will show
in the second subsection of this section that with high probability the difference
between this approximation and .cx(.l{) is negatively exponentially small in n
and the coefficient in that upper bound which stand next to n can be made
as small as we want by just taking the constant a to be big enough.) As al
ready mentioned ft is the empirical distribution base on the collection ofvariables
(Bn, OBsn(17njln2) , pn(17njln2), r(17njln2) -bn)(Xi ), 1 ~ i ~ ean je3n _1.
So be regrouping these variables according to x in X~ we get that ft is an ap
proximation of JL = L:xE[-exp(nl,exp(n») a(x).cx(.I~). Now if we are given the ob
servations ~ 0 SI [r(l), r(ean )] as well as the stopping times 7"(1),7"(2), ... ,7"(ean )
then we can compute ft. However our algorithm SUBALGIIln gets as in-
put ~ 0 SI[7"(l) , r(ean)] as well as 7"(1),7"(2), ... ,7"(ean ). Thus the first step of
the algorithm SUBALGIIln will be to compute ft. It will then analyze ft
and this will allow the algorithm SUBALGI I In to construct pieces of sceneries
contained in ~1[_e3n,e3n]. However, to explain in a rough way the general
idea behind SUBALGIIIn it is best to explain how one can construct pieces
of sceneries contained in {1[-e3n ,e3n] if one would be given JL. (Note that JL
is not observable from ~ 0 S, and thus SUBALGIlIn does not know JL. As a
matter of fact, since SUBALGIIIn does not know ~ it doesn't know the dif
ferent .cx('I~)'s for the different x's in [_en, en]; nor does it know the different
a(x) 's.) Now let us explain how one can construct pieces of sceneries contained
in ~I [_e3n , e3n] if one would be given JL. Let w be a binary word of length
d+ 1 ~ 17njln2. (Thus w can also be seen as a piece of scenery of length d+ 1.)
We saw that any distribution of the measurable object OBsn(d) can be viewed
as a vector in a 2d+l dimensional real space. Let {evlv E {O,I}d+l} denote
the canonical basis in that vector space. Thus, ev is the vector which would
represent the probability measure which would be a singleton at the point v.
Let {e~lv E {O,I}d+l} represent the dual basis of {evlv E {O,I}d+l}. In what
follows we will denote by l w the linear functional e~. Let Id denote the sum
}:vEVI vwhere V = {v = (v(I), v(2), ...,v(d + 1» E {O, I}d+llv(d) :/= v(d + I)}.
Let Xl < X2 be two integers such that d = X2 - Xl and such that 91 is a left
limiting functIonal of ~ at Xl whilst 92 is a right limiting functional of { at
X2. Let as furthermore assume that when we read the bits of ~ when starting
from Xl and going to X2 we read the word w. In other words we assume that
~I [Xl, X2] is equivalent up to shift with w. Then it is easy to check (by condition-
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ing under S(bn) and S(rn that 91 ® 1w ®92(£,.(Bn,OBsn(d),pn(d)le) > 0
whilst 91 ® 1d-1 ® 92(£,.(Bn ,OBsn(d - 1), pn(d - l)le) = O. (Here in the last
equality Id-1 is here to make sure that r = bn + d - 1.) On the other hand
one can show that the converse is also true. By this we mean that if there
is a binary word w of length d ~ 17n/ln2 for which there exists two positive
functional 91 and 92 such that 91 ® 1w ® 92 (£,.(Bn,OBsn(d), pn(d) Ie) > 0
and 91 ® Id-1 ® 92(£,.(Bn,OBsn(d - l),pn(d - 1)le) = 0 then the word w
(seen as a piece of scenery) is contained in el[_e3n,e3n j. Thus if we would
be given 1£ we have a very simple method to find some pieces of sceneries con
tained in el[-e3n , e3n j. Now, when we have jJ. instead of J.L then in general
91 ® Id-1 ®92(£p.(Bn, OBsn(d-l), pn(d-1)\e) is no longer equal to zero, but
instead is much smaller than 91 ®1w ®92(£,.(Bn, OBSn(d), pn(d) Ie) in the case
that w is a word contained in el[_e3n ,e3n j. So our method for reconstruction
of pieces of sceneries contained in eI[_e3n ,e3nj can roughly be described as fol
lows: take the binary words (=piece of sceneries) w of length d having its two
last bits different from each other and such that there exists positive functionals
91 and 92,such that 91 ® Id-1 ® 92(£p.(Bn, OBsn(d -1), pn(d - l)le) is much
smaller than 91 ® 1w ® 92(£/l(Bn, OBsn(d), pn(d)le). Those words w will be
our guesses for pieces of sceneries which are contained in el[_e3n,e3n j. In the
next subsection we are going to prove a theorem which shows that this method
works if the total variation norm of e = jJ. - 1£ is small enough and there exists
enough limiting functional. In subsection 4.2 we will than prove that, with
high probability, the norm of e is small enough. In subsection 4.3 we will show
that there exists enough limiting functionals and give a precise description of
SUBALGlIIn.

4.1 Case with error

For a vector x = (x(1),x(2), ... ,x(i)) ofRi we will use the two following norms:
Ixl = Ix(1)1 + Ix(2)1 + ... + Ix(i)1 and Ixl2 = Jlx(1)12 + Ix(2)12 + ... + Ix(i)12.
Note that 1.1 ~ 1.12. Recall that p designated the number p = P(S(i+1)-S(i) =
1) = P(S(i+1)-S(i) = -1) whilst q = P(S(i+1)-S(i) = 0) and that 2p+q = 1.
Next we will need a lemma.

Lemma 10 There exists no > 0 such that for all n ~ no we have that: Let
2 < d ~ 17n/ln2 and let 0 ~ x < d. Ifq i= 0 we have P(S(d) = x)/P(S(d-l) =
x) ~ 4n2. If q = 0 and P(S(d) = x) > 0 then P(S(d) = x)/P(S(d- 2) = x) ~
4n2 •

Proof. We will leave the proof in the case where q = 0 to the reader since
it is very similar to the case where q i= O. So let us assume that q i= O. Let
PATH(d, x) denote the set of all the paths with d step starting at time 0 at
the origin, ending at the point x and which at each step go one to the right
or one to the left or stay in the same position. For path E PATH(d, x) let
the probability of path be the probability that {S(k)}k~O follows during its
first d steps the path path. We will denote that probability by P(path) and
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thus P(path) = P(SI[O,dj = path). If the path path has lr steps to the right
and 11 steps to the left and 10 which are holdings (thus lr + 11 + 10 = d) then
P(path) = pl..+llc/0. Now let funct: PATH(d,x) ----t PATH(d -1,x) be a
map which is defined in the following way: for each path E PATH(d, x) which
contains at least one holding let funct(path) be equal to the path obtained by
cutting out the first holding from path. For path E PATH(d, x) which con
tains no holding , because x < d exists in the path path at least one left step
followed immediately by a step to the right or a step the right followed by a
step to the left. So, in case that path path E PATH(d, x) contains no holding
define funct(path) to be equal to the path obtained by replacing in the first two
consecutiVe left-right or right-left steps (take what ever comes first) by a hold
ing. It is easy to see that for all path E PATH(d, x) we have that P(path) ~
pP(funct(path)) where p designates the constant which is equal to the maxi-
mum between 1 and ~. Furthermore it is also easy to see that in each class
of elements of PATH(d,x) which have same image under the function funct
there are at most 3d elements. this implies that L.pathEPATH(d-1,x)P(path) is at
least as big as EpathEPATH(d,x)P(path) divided by 3dp. Now, P(S(d) = x) =
EpathEPATH(d,x)P(path) and P(S(d - 1) = x) = EpathEPATH(d-1,x)P(path).
Thus, we get that P(S(d) = x)/P(S(d - I) = x) ~ 3dp. Now we assumed
that d ~ 17n/ln2d. So at least for n big enough we have 3dp ~ 4n2 and thus
P(S(d) = x)/P(S(d -1) = x) ~ 4n2• _

Next we are going to formulate a theorem:

Theorem 11 Case where q =J 0) Let 2 < d ~ 17n/ln2 and let w designate
a binary word of length d + 1 having its two last bits different from each other.
Let us furthermore assume that there exists to positive functionals gl and 92
such that the following three conditions all hold:

and

c) 191 ® g212 ® lel1 ~ ~/n2

Then the word w ( seen as a piece of scenery) is contained in el[_e3n,e3nj.
Case where q = 0) Same thing as for q =J 0 but simply replace condition b by
condition b' which is:

Prool. The case where q = 0 is similar to the case where q =J 0 and thus
we will leave the proof in the case q = 0 to the reader. So let us assume that
q =F O. We are going to do the proof by the absurd. We assume that there exists
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no interval I C [_e3n ,e3n] such that ~II is equivalent to wand show that this
the three conditions a,b,c in our theorem.. We call inadmissible path a finite
path which at each step goes at most one to the right or one to the left or stays
at the same spot. So a map R : J = [jl,h]~ Z where J denotes an integer
interval, is called an admissible path iff for all i E [jl,h - 1] we have that
R(j + 1) - R(j) E {-I, 1, O}. We say that the R has i2 - il steps and that it
starts at R(jl) and ends at R(j2). For the interval J2 we say that R is a path
in J2 iff R(J) C J2. The binary sequence ~(R(jl)),~(R(il + 1)), ...,~(R(j2))
is called the observations generated by R on ~. In the case that there exists no
interval Ie [_e3n ,e3n] such that ~II is equivalent to w , whenever we have an
admissible path in [_e3n ,e3n] going from a point y to a point z in exactly d steps
and genemting the observations w on ~, then Iy - zl < d. This implies that
{OBsn(d)(~ 0 Sxl[O, en3 ]) = w} c {ISx(r(d)) - Sx(bn)\ < d}. Since

gl ® l w ® g2(Px(Ed)£{t(Bn,OBSn(d) , pn(d)I~, Ed) > 1

and since 191 ® 9212 X lell ~ Vn2 we get that

gl ® l w ® g2( 2: a(x)Px(Ed)£x (Bn, OBSn(d), Fn(d)I~,Ed))
xE[-exp(n),exp(n»)

is bigger than 1 - !jn2. Thus,

2: a(x)(gl ® lw ® 92(P(Ed)£x(Bn,OBSn(d) , Fn(d)I€, Ed))
xE[-exp(n),exp(n)]

is bigger than ~. Let us now have a closer look at

By law of total probability after conditioning under Sx(r(d)) , Sx(bn) and be
cause of the strong Markov property of {Sx(k)h~o we get

is equal to

~y,zPx(Sx(bn) = yl~)£x(Bnl~, Sx(bn) = y) ® .

Px(Sx(bn + d) = zlSx(bn) = y, ~)£x(OBsn(d)I~, Sx(bn) = y, Sx(bn + d) = z) ®

£x(Fn(d)le,Sx(r(d)) = z)

where for the summation we take y,z integers in [_e3n,e3n] and such that
there exists an admissible path with d steps going from y to z and gener
ating the observations w on e. Because of our remark that {OBsn(d)(~ 0

Sxl[O,e
n3

]) = w} n E:I.C {ISx(r) - Sx(bn)I < d} we get that in the last sum
mation we only need to consider y, z such that Iy - zl < d. This implies that
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91 ti91w fl)92(P(E:l)£x(Bn,OBsn(d),pn(d)le,E:l» is equal to the sum overy,z
as discussed before of the product with the three terms

and

Now we get that the term

is smaller than P(Sx(bn + d) = z)ISx(bn) = y). By the strong Markov property
of {Sx(k)h~o we get that P(Sx(bn +d) = z)ISx(bn) = y) is equal to P( Sed) =
z - y). Thus, by lemma 10, P(Sx(bn +d) = z)ISx(bn) = y) is smaller or equal
to 4n2P(Sx(bn + d - 1) = z)ISx(bn) = y). Furthermore it easy to see that
£x(pn(d)le,Sx(r(d» = z) is equal to £x(pn(d - 1)le,Sx(r(d -1» = z) ..
This then implies that

is smaller than the sum over y, z E [_e3n , e3n] where Iy - zl < d of the product
with the three terms

and

Summing up over y, z by law of total probability we get that the last expression
is smaller than 4n2 times 91 ti9 92(pz (E:l_ 1)£x(Bn ,Fn(d - 1)le, E:l_1). Since
the coefficients a(x),where x is an integer in [-en,en] are the coefficients of a
convex combination and are thus positive, we get that

91 ti9 1w ti9 92( L a(x)Px(Ed)£x (Bn ,OBsn(d), Fn(d) Ie, Ed»
xE[-exp(n),exp(n)]

is smaller than 4n2 2:xE[_en,en]a(x)91 ti9 g2 (Px(E:l_1)£x(B", pn(d -l)le, E:l_ I ).

Thus, gl ti992(PI' (Ed_l)£u(Bn, Fn(d-l)le, Ed-I) is bigger than 1/(8n2), which
contradicts the assumptions in the theorem. •
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4.2 Keeping the error small

In this subsection we are going to prove that we can get the error (that is lel1)
exponentially small in n with high probability. For this we just need to take
a > 0 big enough, and then the constant next to n in the expression for the
exponential upper bound for lel1can be made as small as one wants. Let us
formulate this in a lemma:

Lemma 12 Por each /3 > 0, there exists ao > 0 such that if a > ao we have
that there exists /3' > 0 such that for all n > 0 we have P(le\1 ~ e-f3n ) ~ e-{3/n.

Proof. Let /318 designate the constant equal to 2ln5c1 + ln2(17/1n2) + 1.
We are going to make the assumption that the variable r(17/ln2) - bn al
ways is smaller than en. (This assumption of course is a small imprecision
but the probability that the variable r(17jln2) - bn is bigger than en is so
small that there is no harm.) Now under that assumption, we have that the
variable (Bn,OBSn(17jln2),pn(17jln2),r(17jln2) - bn) has at most e{318n

possible states. Let ao = 7(3 + 2/318 + 4, so that a > 7/3 + 2/318 + 4. Re
call that for i such that 1 ~ i ~ eom j e3n - 1 we have that Xi designates
~oSI [T(ie3n ), T(ie3n )+e3n ]. For x E [_en, en] let ftx designate the empirical dis
tribution based on the variables (Bn, OBsn(17jln2), Fn, r(17jln2) - bn)(xi )
for which 1 ~ i ~ eQn je3n -1 and S(T(ie3n ) = x. By definition, we have that
e = ~xE[-en.enla(x)(ftx - .cx(.I~». Thus, lei ~ ~xE[-en,enla(x)lftx - .cx(·I~»I·
Prom which it follows that lei is smaller than

[~xE[_en,en];a(x)e("'-3)n~e(51i+21i18)na(x)Iftx - .cx(.I~»1l +2e-
2f3n

.

(The last inequality follows from a > 7(3 + 2/318 + 4.) Now let EVn denote
the event {lel1 ~ e-{3n}. Por all integer x E [-en, en], let end(x) designate the
number of variables Xi, 1 ~ j ~ eQn je3n - 1 for which S(T(je3n) = x and for
i ~ end(x) letx~ designate the i-th such variable. When we condition under
~ the finite collection of variables X;, X~, ... , X~nd(x) becomes i.i.d.. Thus we
can embed that finite sequence in an infinite sequence xi, x;, ... , X~, ... which is
i.i.d. (when we condition under ~). Let EVx

n denote the event that for all
j ~ e(5f3+2f3 1S )n the empirical distribution based on the variables

(Bn,OBSn(17jln2), p n, r(17jln2) - bn)(X~), 1 ~ i ~ j

is less away in the norm 1.1 than e-2{3n from .cx('I~». Now, when for all x E
[-en, en] we have that EVx

n holds than ~xE[_en,en];Q(x)e("'-3)n~e3(1i+1i18)na(x)lftx
.cx(.I~»1 is smaller than e-2{jn and thus lei ~ e-2{jn + 2e-2{jn. We will as
sume that e-2{jn + 2e-2{3n ~ e-{3n, (which is true for n big enough). Thus,
nXE[_en,enjEVxn c EVn. Let ftx,i denote the empirical distribution based on
the variables

Por any possible state z for the variable
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, let EVx~% denote the event that for all j ~ e(5/H2,B1S)n we have that (itx,j 
£x(.I~»)({z}) ~ e-2,Bn-,B18n. Since there are less thane,Blsn possible states for
the variable (Bn, OBSn(17/ln2), pn, r(17/ln2) - bn), we get that n%EVx~% C
EVxn, where z must be taken in the set of all possible states of the variable

Thus, we get p(Evnc) ~ :ExE[-en,en];%P(EV:'~). Now there exists constants
/319,/320 > 0, such that if X(1),X(2), ..• ,X(i),... are i.i.d. Bernoulli vari
ables then p(\X(ll+X(2j+,..+X(jl - E[X(l)ll ~ A for all j ~ m) is bigger than

1 - /31ge-,B2omti.2. The constants /319' /320 > 0 do not depend on m, A or the
parameter E[X(l)]. By conditioning on ~ we thus get that P(EVx~~) is smaller
than /31ge-,B2omti.2 with m = e(5,B+2,B1S)n and A = e-2,Bn-,BlSn. thus P(EVx~~)

is smaller than /31ge-,B2oe(jn. Now there are less than 2e(l+,BlS)n ordered pairs
(x, z) such that x is an integer with x E [-en, en] and z is in the set of all possi
ble states of the variable (Bn,OBSn(17/ln2),pn,r(n17/ln2)-bn). Thus, we
get that p(Evnc) ~ 2e(l+,B1S)n/31ge-,B20e13n. The expression on the right side of
the last inequality is much smaller than e-13'n for every n for /3' > 0 carefully
chosen. (And that inequality is true for any constant /3' > 0 not depending on
n, as long as n is big enough.) Thus, we are done with our proof. •

4.3 Conclusion

In this subsection we are going to define SUBALGIIln in a precise way and
prove that it works with high probability. The constants Cl, C2, Ca > 0 are
going to be any three positive constants not depending on n and satisfying the
five following inequalities: Ca > Cl + 3, C2 > 2/(ln153 - In128), Cl ~ 2//321'

c4 ~ 4+ 171np/ln2 + 2cl(max{lnlx(i)*12Ii E 2,3,4, 5,6}) +2ca, C2 = cd5 where
the functionals x(i)* will get defined on the next page. It is easy to check that
the system of last three equations always has a solution. Let us next define
SUBALGlIIn.

Algorithm 13 First step) Compute it. Second step) Construct the set
SErn. Por this put all the words, (or pieces of sceneries) w of length d where
d ~ 17n/ln2 for which there exists two positive functionals 91 and 92 such that:
Case where q =f 0) 91 ® l w ® 92 (Pj.(E:l).l'.j.(Bn ,OBsn(d), pn(d)I~,E:l) > 1

and 91 ® 92(Pj.(E:l_1)£j.(Bn, pn(d - l)I~, E:l-1) ~ 1/(9n2) and c) 191 ® 9212 ~
eC4n . Case where q = 0) Same thing as for q =f 0 but simply replace the
second inequality by 91 ®92 (Pj.(E:l-2)£j. (Bn, OBSn(d-2),pn(d-2)le, E:l-2) ~
1/(9n2).

Next we are going to prove that the above algorithm works with high prob
ability. For this we are going to introduce a couple of events and show that
if they all hold then the above algorithm works. Then we will prove that all
these events hold with high probability. In general, E'JII i will designate the
i-th event related to the algorithm SUBALGIIJR, and E'ffI,i the complement
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of the event ErIl,i' ErIl will designate the event that SUBALGIIIn works.
More precisely,

ErIl ={the collection of pieces ofsceneries SUBALGIIIn(r; eosl [r(l), r(eCtn
)])

satisfies property Pf}. In other words, Efll means that ifwe feed to SUBALGIIIn
the collection of stopping times r = (r(l), r(2), ..., r(eCtn

)) and the observations
eoS during the time [r(l), r(eQn)] then we get as output a collection of pieces of
sceneries satisfying condition Pf, that is all the pieces of sceneries constructed
by SUBALGIIIn are contained in el[_e3n,e3n] and all the pieces of length
~ 17nlln2 which are contained in W-3en,3en] are contained in a piece of
scenery of that set. (We say that a piece of scenery tPl is contained in an
other piece of scenery tP2 iff tPl is equivalent to a restriction of tP2 to an integer
interval.)

Recall that rm designates the first hitting time of the random walk {S(k)}k~O

(which starts at the origin) on the set {-I,m - I}. Thus, rm + 1 has the
same distribution than the distribution of the length of a block in the obser
vations e0 S conditioned illlder that block was generated on a block of ~ of
length m. Now we write j.L(m,l), resp. j.L(m,O) for the defective distribu
tion obtained by taking rm + 1 and asking that S(Tm) = m - 1, resp. that
S(rm) = -1. We will write j.L(m,l)(. ~ j) for j.L(m,l)({xlx ~ j}). Next
we need the following definition: Let x(2) = (p,pq, pq2,1XP, pq4) and x(3) =
(0,p2,2p2q,p4+3p2q2,j.L(3,1)({. > 5}» andx(4) = (0,0,p3,3p3q,p5+6p3q2)
and x(5) = (0,0,0,p4,j.L(5,1)({. > 5}) and x(6) = (0,0,0,0,1) E ]R5. Now,
we have that j.L(2,1) = (p,pq, pq2, pq3,pq4, ...)j j.L(3,0) = (p,pq,p3 +pq2,pq3 +
3p3q,p5 + 6p3q2 + pq4, ...)j j.L(3,1) = (0,p2,2rq,p4 + 3p2q2, ... )j j.L(4,1) =
(0,O,p3,3p3q,2p5+6p3q2, ... )j j.L(5,1) = (0,0,O,p4, ...). Thenj.L(2,1)oh-1 =
j.L(2,O) 0 h-1 = x(2) + (j.L(2,1)(. > 6»x(6). Furthermore, j.L(3,O) 0 h-1 =
x(2) +x(4) + (j.L(3,O)(. > 6»x(6) and j.L(3,1) oh-1 = x(3) and j.L(5,1) oh-1 =
x(5). Now by a symmetry principle we have that j.L(4,O) = j.L(2,O) + j.L(4,1).
Thus, j.L(4,O) 0 h-1 = j.L(2,O) 0 h-1+ j.L(4,1) 0 h-1 and thus, j.L(4,O) 0 h-1 =
x(2) + x(4) + «j.L(2, 1)(. > 6» + p5 + j.L(4, 1)(. > 6»)x(6). Now, for all m ~ 5,
we have that j.L(m,O) coincides on its first 6 coordinates with j.L(4,O). This is
so because all the admissible paths which start at °hit on +3 and then come
back to -1 are at least seven steps long. Thus we get that for all m ~ 5
we have that j.L(m,O) 0 h-1 is equal to x(2) + x(4) plus a positive coefficient
times x(6). For m > 5 we have that j.L(m,l) 0 h-1 is equal to x(6) times
j.L(m,l)(. > 5) = 11m. Let (x(2)*, x(3)", x(4)", x(5)*, x(6)") designate the
dual basis of (x(2),x(3),x(4),x(5),x(6)). Let Z E [-3en,3en] be such that
e(z) i= ~(z + 1). Let li,z designate the length of the i-th block of el[z, 00[.
Then, we call the linear functional g";,r = @~;,~(li,zx(h(li,z »*) the functional
of eto the right of z. (Here h designates the trilllcating function which was
defined in definition 9.) Let y E [-3en,3en] be such that e(y) i= e(y - 1).
Let li,y designate the length of the i-th last block of ell - 00, y] when we start
cOilllting from y and go in the direction of -00. Let gnll be the linear functionaly,

gnl =@<;'In(l.x(h(1.»")Letgn=(2e3npn17/ln2+2)gnlWewillcallgny,l l=1 l,y l,y' y,l y,l' y,l
the filllctional of eto the left of y. Next we are going to define some more
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events:
Eill,l = { for any integer interval Ie [-3en,3en] of length n13j(ln2) we

have that there exists two points y < z such that I C [y, z] and ~(y -1) =F ~(y)

and e(z) =F e(z + 1) and y - z ::; n17/(ln2)}. Eill2 = { the product of the
lengths of any Cln consecutive blocks of the scenery eIt-3en,3en]is smaller than
eC3n .}. Eill,3 = {lei ~ e-2C4n}. Eill,4 = {for any integer y E [-3en,3en] such
that e(y) =F e(y -1) the left functional of eat y is also a left limiting functional
of eat y} n{for any integers z E [-3en,3en] such that e(z) =F e(z+ 1) the right
functional of e at z is also a right limiting functional of ~ at z}.

Next we are going to prove that whenever all the events EiII,I' EiII,2,EiI1,3
and Eill,4 all hold, then Eill also holds. In other words, we are going to
prove that: Eill,ln Eill,2 n Eill,3 n Eill,4 c Eill. For this purpose let
SErn designate the collection of pieces of sceneries produced by SUBALGI Ir,
in other words SETn = SUBALGIIIn(T,eoSI[T(1), r(ean )]). We are first go
ing to prove that the collection of pieces of sceneries SETn are all pieces
of sceneries contained in el[_e3n ,e3n]. Note that when Eill,3 holds we
have lei ~ e-2c4n. Furthermore, when we pick a word w for SETn according
to algorithm 13, we have two positive functionals 91, 92 satisfying jointly with
w three conditions, the third condition to get picked by the algorithm being
\91 ®9212 ~ eC4n

• Thus, when Eill,3 holds we have that 191 ®9212 'Iel ~ e-C4n.
The expression on the right side of the last inequality is (at least for n big
enough) smaller than !/n2 and thus w,91l 92 satisfy jointly all the conditions
for theorem 11. It follows that w is contained in el[_e3n ,e3n]. Next we
are going to show that we have enough pieces of sceneries in the set
SErn. Let I be an integer interval of length 13n/ln2 contained in [-3en,3en].
Then by Eill,l there exists y < z such that I C [y, z] and e(y - 1) =F e(Xl)
and e(z) =F ~(z + 1) and z - y ::; n17/(ln2). Let d = z - y and let 9y,l ,
resp. 9%,r designate the functional of eto the left of y, resp. to the right of
z. Let w denote the word of length d, w = (e(y), e(y + 1), ... ,e(z». Next
we are going to prove that the triple (w, 9y,I , 9%,r) satisfies all the criteria in
order to get selected by SUBALGII In which then finishes this proof. First
note that bOth 9y,I , resp. 9z,r are positive functionals: when we express
the defective distribution J.-l(m, i) 0 h-1 for any m > 1 and any i E {O, 1}
as linear combination of the basis (x(2),x(3),x(4),x(5),x(6» then no coeffi
cients are negative. Thus for all j E {2, 3, 4, 5, 6} and all i > 1 we get that
(x(j) *(J.-l(m, i)oh-1) ~ O. Since however, 9y,l and 9%,r are tensor products ofele
ments of {x(2)*, x(3) * ,x(4)*, x(5)*, x(6)*} we get that both 9y,l and g%,r are p0s

itive. Now note that the 1.12-norm has the property that the 1.12-norm of the ten
sor product is equal to the product of the 1.12-norm. Applying this, we get that
19y,l ® g%,rl2 is smaller than 2e3npnI7/ln2+2(max{lx(i)*12Ii E 2,3,4,5,6}?c1n
times the product of the lengths of two sequences of Cln consecutive blocks
in [-3en,3en]. By Eill,2 we get that the product of the lengths of cln
consecutive blocks in [-3en,3en] is smaller than eC3n . Thus, Igy,l ® 9z,rl2 is
smaller than 2en(3+l7Inp/ln2+2cl (maz{lnlx(i)"12JiE2,3,4,5,6})+2C3). By our defini-

tions of C4n this is much smaller (at least for n big enough) than eC4n. So
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the third condition for the triple w, 9y,l, Oz,r to get selected in SUBALGIIfT'
is satisfied. (The next condition we are only going to prove to hold for the
case q ::f: O. The other case is similar and left to the reader.) So assume
that q ::f: 0 until the end of the proof. Next note that when E'd-1 holds then
red) - bn = d -1 and thus S(r(d - 1» - S(bn) ~ d - 1. Thus, when
Ed'-1holds we have that either S(bn) is strictly to the right of y or Sered - 1»
is strictly to the left of z. When EJII,4 holds we have that 9y,l, resp. gz,r
is a left limiting functional of e at y, resp. a right limiting functional of
eat z. Thus by conditioning under S(r(d - 1» and S(bn), we get that
9y,1 ® 9z,r(P/1(E'd_1)£/1(Bn , pn(d - 1)le, E'd_I) = O. Now jJ, = j.t + e. Thus,
91 ® 92(Pji.(E'd_1)£js(Bn,pn(d - 1)le,Ed'-l) ~ 1011,1 ® 9z,r12 x Ie\. However,
we saw that when EiII,2 holds than 19y,I ® 9z,r12 is smaller eC4n. When EiII,3
holds, then lei ~ e-2c4n. Thus, 9y,I®9z,r(Pjs(E'd_1)£js(Bn, pn(d-1)le, Ed'-1) ~
e-c4n. Since (at least for n big enough) e-C4n is much smaller than 1/n2 we
have that the second condition for getting selected by SUBALGIIln holds.
Because 19y,I ® 9z,rl2 x lei ~ e-C4n and because jJ, = j.t + e, we get that
Oy,l ® 1w®9z,r(Pjs(E'd)£ji.(Bn, OBsn(d) , pn(d)le,E'd) is bigger than 9y,I ® l w ®
gz,r(Pj.t(E'd)£J.l(Bn,OBsn(d),pn(d)le,E'd) - e-C4n . Let Yo ,resp. Zo des
ignate the left end, resp. right end of the C1n-th block in ebefore y, resp.
after z. Let bi), resp. 10 designate the left end, resp. the right end of the
C1n-th block in X before bn, resp. after red). Let E:,y,z designate the
measurable event that Sx(bi) = Yo and Sx(bn) = y and Sx(r) = z and
Sx(fo) = zoo Now because gy,l ® gz,r is positive we have that9y,I ® l w ®
gz,r(Px(E'd)£x(Bn,OBSn(d), pn(d)le, E'd) is bigger than9y,l®lw®9z,r(Px(E'dn
E;,y,z)£x(Bn,OBsn(d) , pn(d) Ie, E'd, E;,lI,Z)' Let li,z ,resp. li,1I designate the
length of the i-th block of el [z, 00[, resp. the length of the last i-th bock of
ell - 00, y]. Then, the defective distribution

Px(E'd n E:,1I,z)£x(Bn,OBsn(d),F'(d)le,Ed, e:,1I"J
is equal to

pPx(Sx(b(j) = Yo)' ([®~';~j.t(li,y ,1) 0 h-1j ® [Pd6wl ® [®~';~j.t(li,z ,1) 0 h-1]).

(Here Dw designate the probability distribution for OBSn(d) with exactly one
atom with mass one at w.) Now, remember that by definition for alll 2: 2, we
always have x(h(l»*(J.l(l, 1» 2: Ill. Thus we get that

9~,1 ® l w ® gz,r(Px(E'd n E;,1I,z)£x(Bn,OBSn(d) , F'(d} Ie, Ed, E;,1I,z)

is bigger thanpd+l Px(Sx (bi) = yo). However, Px(S,c(b8) =Yo) 2: Px (Sx(e2n ) =
Yo, Sx(e2n + 1) = Yo + 1) = pPx(Sx(e2n ) = Yo), (here we assumed that q ::f:
o so that there are no parity problems, the other case is left to the reader.)
Now by the local central limit theorem we get (at least for n big enough) that
P:l:(S:l:(e2n ) = Yo) 2: e-3n. Combining all this we get

g1l,I ® l w ® 9z,r(Px(Ed' n e:,lI,z)£x(Bn,OBsn(d), F'(d) Ie, Ed, E:,1I,z)
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is bigger than pd+2e-3n(2e3npnI7/ln2+2) = 2. Since J-L is a convex combination
of the £:z:(.I~) we get that

gy,l 01w 0 gz,r(Pj.&(Ed n E:,y,z)£j.&(Bn,OBSn(d) , pn(d)I~, Ed, E:,y,z)

is bigger than 2. Thus, we get that

gy,l 01w 0 gz,r(Pr. (Ed)£r. (Bn,OBsn(d), pn(d)I~, Ed)

is bigger or equal than 2_e-c4n > 1. (At least for n big enough.) This implies,
that the first condition in the algorithm saBALGI IIn for getting picked is also
meet by the triple (W,gy,l,gz,r) and so we are done with this proof.

Proof that P(EriI 1) is negatively exponentially small in n: Let
ErJI5 denote the event '{ the longest block of W-3en,3en] is not longer than
2njl~2.}. Then, ErJI,5 C ErJI,I' Thus,P(E¥lI,I) ~ P(E7lI,5)' However, it is
easy to check (and we thus leave it to the reader) that P(E7lI,5) is exponentially
small in n.

Proof that p(ErfI,2) is negatively exponentially small in n. Note
that the lengths of the blocks of ~ are LLd. (Except may be for the block
at the origin, but we will not care about that detail.) Let li designate the
length of the i-th block of~. Then by Chebycheff we get that p(nj;'';.li+i ~
ecan ) ~ E[nj~li+i]jecan. Because the lengths of the blocks are Li.d. we get
p(nj~li+i ~ ecan) ~ E[it]canjecan. Since there are at most 6en blocks in
~1[-3en,3en] we get that P(E7iI,2) ~ 6enE[it]canjecan. Now, E[it] = 2 and
thus E[ll]canjecan ~ en(c1-ca). Because of how we defined Cl and C3 , we get
that 6enE[ll]canjecan is smaller than 6e-n and so is P(ErlI,2)'

Proof that P(E7JI,3) is negatively exponentially small in n. Ac
cording to lemma we can choose an a > 0 such that there exists (3' > 0 not
depending on n, such that P({lel ~ e-2C4n}) ~ e-{3'n. Choose the a to be such
and then P(E7iI 3) ~ e-{3'n. (Note that one can choose a as big as one wants,
as long as it doe~ not depend on n, our proof that ALGORITHMn works is
not affected.)

Proof that P(E7lI,4) is negatively exponentially small in n. We
are first going to define two events E7JI,6 and E¥II,7 , show that E¥II,6 n
E¥II,7 C E¥II,4 and show that E¥II,6 and E¥JI,7 both hold with high prob
ability. Let ErII 6 be the event that in each consecutive sequence of Cln blocks
of ~1[-3en,3en] there are at least C2n blocks of length 3 or 5. Now the proba
bility for a block of ~ to be of length 3 or 5 is equal to 1~' By a large deviation
principle, there exists a constant {321 > 0 not depending on j, such that the
probability for j i.i.d. Bernoulli variables with parameter 156 to not contain at
least 1~ of them equal to one is smaller than e-{321i. Thus, the probability for
a sequence of Cln consecutive blocks of { to not contain at least C2n = clnj5
blocks of length 3 or 5 is smaller than e-{3~lcln. There are at most 6en blocks
in ~1[-3en,3en]. Thus, P(E7Jr,6) ~ 6ene-{3~lcln. Because of our definition
of Cl the expression on the right side of the last inequality is exponentially
small in n. Next we need a few definitions: let <p be a piece of scenery and
{bl,~} a block of <p. Then, we call <p(b) color of the block {b}, 1J..2}, where b
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is any integer strictly between b1 and~. Let r designate the number of blocks
of length 3 or 5 of el[-3e",3e"]. For i E 1,2, ...,r let 1~ and srs designate
the length and the color of the i-th block of length 3 or 5 of ~1[-3e",3en].

IT sequ is a sequence of elements in {3O, 50, 31, 51}, then we write sequT for
the sequence obtained by taking sequ and exchanging 30 with 31, 31 with 30,
50 with 51 and 51 with 50. Let W be the following coloring of the integer
unit intervals of [0, r], (where a < b are two integers) be defined as follows:
W : Hi -l,i}li E 1,2, ...,r } ----t {30,50,31,51} where W({i -l,i}) = liSi.
Let [jO,jl] be an integer interval. We call a function R : !:iO,j1] ----t [a,b]
a nearest neighbor walk on [a, b], (where a < b are two integers) iff for all j
such that jo ~ j < j1 we have that IR(j) - R(j + 1)1 = 1. We call R(jo)
the starting point of R and j1 - jo the length of R and we call the sequence
W({R(O),R(l)}), W({R(1),R(2)}), W({R(2),R(3)}), ...,w({R(r - l),R(r)}) the
sequence generated by R on W. Let E'fIl,7 be the event {for all integer
x E [C2n, r] we have that for any nearest neighbor walk R on [0, r] starting
strictly to the right of x, the sequence generated by Ron W is different from
(135 35 135 35 135 35 135 35 ) d fr'" s'" , ",-ls",_l' ",-28",-2' ... , ",-cmS",-c~n an om

(l~5s~5,1~~lS~~1,l~~28~~2'...,1",_c2ns",~c2n)T}n {for all integer x E [O,r
C2n] we have that for any nearest neighbor walk Ron [0, r] starting strictly to
the left of x, the sequence generated by Ron Wis different from

(135 35 l35 35 l35 35 135 35 )
'" S'" , ",+18",+1' ",+2S",+2' ... , ",+c2n8",+c2n

d fr (l35 35 l35 35 135 35 135 35 )T}an om '" s'" , "'+I S",+I' ",+2S",+2' ... , "'+C2nS",+c2n .
Let us prove that P(E7fI,7) is exponentially small in n. Let lf5

and s15 designate the length and the color of the i-th block of length 3 or 5
of ~1[-3en,oo]. Then, the sequence lrsf,l~5sr, ... is a Markov chain with
stationary transition probabilities. Furthermore, {1~5h~o is independent of
{S~5h~o and the l~5'S are Li.d.. The probability for a block of egiven that
it is of length 3 or 5 to have length 3 is equal to~. Furthermore, let Pa5
designate the probability that a block of ehas length 3 or 5. We get that
Pas = ~ + 116 = 1~' Let q35 = 1 - Pa5. Now the probability P(S~~1 =1= s~5)
is equal to P3S + P35(q35)2 + P35(Q35)4 + ... = P35/(1 - (Q35)2) = 1/(1 + q35) =
1/(1 + i~) = ~~. This implies that the maximum transition probability for
the Markov process {1~5s~5h~o is ~~ x ~ = 1~~ <~. Let x E [c2n,r] and
let R be a nearest neighbor walk (non random) on [0, r] starting strictly to
the right of x and of length C2n. Then the probability that the sequence

ted b R ,T. • al t (135 35 135 35 135 35 l35 35 )genera y on '!I.' 18 equ 0 '" 8", , ",-IS"'-I' ",-28",-2' ... , "'-C2.~8"'-C2n or
t (135 35 135 35 l35 35 135 35 )T . all th 2( 04 )C2n (IT'o '" S'" , "'-IS"'-I' ",-28",-2' ... , ",-c2nS",-c2n IS sm er an 135 . ~o

see this, note that because the nearest neighbor walk can move at most one unit
to the left at each step and because it starts strictly to the right of x we have that
the first i-steps of R are strictly to the right of those unit intervals mapped by W
onto l",s", , l"'-IS"'-l, l"'-2S"'-2, ... ,1"'_i8"'_i') There are at most 2· 2C2"e" nearest
neighbor walk on [0, r] of length C2n. Thus, the probability that there exists a
nearest neighbor walk on [0, r] starting strictly to the right of x and of length C2n
and generating on Wthe sequence (1",8"" l"'_IS"'_I, 1",-28",-2, ... ,1",-c2ns",-c2n) or
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(1",s""1"'-lS"'-1,1"'-2S"'-2, ... ,1",_c2ns,,,_c2n)T is smaller than 2· 2c2nen2(1~)c2n
= 4( g~ )C2 n en. Because of how we defined C2 the last expression is negatively
exponentially small in n. A symmetric argument can be used for when R is a
nearest neighbor walk starting strictly to the left of x, so that eventually one
gets that P(E'JII.7) ~ 8n~~)C2nen.

The only thing which remains to be proven is that EiII.6 n EiII.7 c
E'JII,4' This is what we are going to do next: we are going to do a proof by
the absurd. Thus we assume that there exist z E [-en, en] and Zo E [_en, z[
such that ~(z) # ~(z+ 1) and not(~(zo) = ~(zo +1) = ~(ZO -1)) if gr designates
the right functional at z of ~ then gr(.C",(.FnIS",(r) = zo,~) # O. (Let us
use the following notation: pn, resp. r stands for pn(o), resp. for reO).
Because of the strong Markov property of {S",(k)h~o it does not matter how
we choose d in pn(d) and r(d).) We will only do the proof with gr and
leave the case with gl to the reader. We need first the following definition:
let R : D ~ Z be an admissible piece of path. Then we write if for the
length of the block of ~ on with the i-th block of ~ 0 R was generated. Let
ai, resp. bi be the left end, resp. right end of the i-th block of ~ 0 R. Then,
we define sf = 1 one if R(ai) # R(bi) and sf = 0 otherwise. Thus, sr
determines whether R crossed a block of ~ or merely entered and exited a block
of ~ from the same side whilst generating the i-th block of ~ 0 R. We call
R(ad the starting point of R on~. We say that (lfsf,l~sf,...,l~ns~n)·
is a possible sequence with starting point R(a1)' We say that R generates j
blocks iff there are j blocks in ~ 0 R. Now, with this definition the defective
distribution p(S(r) = zo)£",(pnIS(r) = zo,~) can be written as the sum
~(llBlhB2•... ,lclnBcln)/L(lt, Sl) oh-1

Q9 /L(12, S2) oh-1Q9 ••• Q9 /L(lcln, SCln) oh-1where
the last sum is taken over all (llSl, 12s2, ..., lClnscln) possible sequences oflength
C1n with starting point zoo Now because, Yr(£",(pnIS(r) = zo,~) # 0 and by
positivity of gr we have that gr must be different form zero on at least one of the
terms of the last sum. Thus there exist an admissible path R which generates
C1n blocks and with starting point Zo such that gr(/L(lt, st} 0 h-1 Q9 p,(12, S2) 0
h-1® ... Q9 P,(lcln, sCln) 0 h-1) # O. Thus, rr~~~x(h(lz.i))*(p,(lr,sr) 0 h-1) # O.
Thus, for all i = 1,2, ... ,ctn we have that x(h(lz,i))*(p,(lf,sr) 0 h-1) > O.
(Here lZ.i designates the length of the i-th block of ~I[z, 00[.) Now, recall that
x(k)*(p,(3, 1) 0 h-1) # 0 iff k = 3, and x(k)*(p,(5, 1) 0 h-1) # 0 iff k = 5. For
1 ~ 2 and s E 0,1, we have x(3)*(p,(I,s) 0 h-1) # 0 iff 1= 3 and s = 1 and
x(5)*(p,(1,s) 0 h-1) # 0 iff 1= 5 and s = 1. Thus, lZ.i E 3,5 iff if E 3,5 and
sr = 1 and then W= lz,i. This then implies that for i E 1,2,3, ... ,e1n the i-th
block of ~I [z, oo[ has length 3, resp.5 iff the i-th block of ~ 0 R corresponds to
a crossing (i.e. not just entering a block and leaving it on the same side but
leaving it on the other side) by R of a block of length 3, resp. 5. Note that in
any scenery, or piece of scenery or observations the color of the blocks alternate
between 0 and 1. This then implies that (assume that there r designates the
number of blocks oflength 3 or 5 in the first C1n blocks of ~I [z, ooD, then either:

for each i ~ r the color of the i-th block of length 3 or 5 of ~I [z, oo[ is equal
to the color of the i-th block of eof length 3 or 5 crossed by R

or
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for each i :::;; r the color of the i-th block of length 3 or 5 of el [z, co[ is opposite
of the color of the i-th block of length 3 or 5 crossed. by R

(Now let h3 be any function from Z to Z mapping the closed integer interval
between the right end of the i-th block and the left end of the i + I-th block of
length 3 or 5 of {1[-3en ,3en ] onto i, for each i smaller or equal then the total
number of blocks el[-3en , 3en ]. Then h3 oRis an admissible path (but not yet
an nearest neighbor walk). However, we can take out the holdings from h3 °R
and make it a nearest neighbor walk. This nearest neighbor walk will then be
called the nearest neighbor walk induced by Ron '1', and we will write for it
h3 °Rmodulo hold.) What we said before about the color of the blocks of length
3 or 5 crossed by R then implies that the nearest neighbor walk induced by R
on '1' generates on '1' a sequence equal to either (1;~18~~1,l;~28~~2,...,l~8~5)

(l35 35 l35 35 l35 35)T Beca f En ha: th t >or z+18z+1' %+28%+2' ••• , r 8r • use 0 III,6 we ve a r _ C2n.
Now because Zo < z we get that after the first step h3 ° Rmodulo hold is
strictly to the left of h3 ( z). Thus if we take away the first step only of the
nearest neighbor walk h3 oRmodulo hold we get a nearest neighbor walk starting
strictly to the left of h3(z) of length at least C2n - 1 which generates on '1'
th (l35 35 135 35 l35 35) (l35 35 l35 35 l35 35)Te sequence z+18z+1' z+28z+2, ... , r 8 r or z+1 8z+1' z+2 8%+2, .. " r 8 r .

This contradicts EYII 7 and so we are done with oUI proof.,

5 The algorithm SUBALGlln

This section is dedicated to defining SUBALGIIn and proving theorem 5. In
principle SUBALGIIn is a slightly modified version of SUBALGrO.

2
• The

main differences between SUBALGIIn and SUBALGlno.
2

are the following:
a) SUBALGIIn is not given in his input stopping times. Thus it has to
construct stopping time itself. b) SUBALGIIn is not given a little piece of
scenery in its input: it has to construct that little piece of scenery itself. c)
SUBALGIIn is not trying to reconstruct an i.i.d. piece of scenerl but the
piece of scenery obtained by restricting ein an interval of radius en .2 around
{Xl' x!;}. Now, we will see that except for the block {Xl,X2} the rest of the
bits of that scenery is very close in distribution to an i.i.d. piece of scenery. d)
We proved that SUBALGln works with high probability. Here however we
need to show a little bit more: we need to show that with high probability
eis such that conditioned under e, SUBALGIIn works with high probability
(if it is given as input the en

O.
3

first observations of a random walk starting at
{xl,xn)·

Let us now define the algorithm SUBALGIIn. Let us recall that as en
try SUBALGIIn is only given enO.

3
bits. So, SUBALGIIn is a map from

n O•3 n O.3

{O,IY to Uk{O, I}k. Let A be an element of {O,I}e and let us define
next what SUBALGIIn(A) would be. We need the following definition: let

3 02 3nO.2

X represent en' observations that is X E {O, I}e . We already defined
the functions X t--+ BnO.2

, OBsnO.2 (d), FnO.2 (d), rO.2 (d) - bnO.2 (X). Let us
now defined Fno·\d)*(X). Fn°. 2

(d)*CX) is defined to be the (non-truncated)
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length of the first block of XI[bno·\x),e3no.2]. (WE will however always as
sume that length is ~ n4 .) Let v(k) designate the right end of the k-th

3nO.2
block of A of length ~ n2 (if that block exists). Let Xi E {O,ly be
equal to Al[v(ie3no.2),v(ie3nO.2) + e3nO.2]. Then, let [J, designate the empiri
cal distribution baSed on the variables (BnO.2,OBSnO.2(d), pno.2 (d), rO.2(d) 
bno.

2
, FnO.

2
(d)*)(Xi) where i E 1,2,3, ..., e",nO.

2
• Let 1.>n2 designate the linear

functional on IRN defined in the following way: 1.>n2 = e~2 +e~2+l +e~2+2 +....
(Here ei for all i > 0 designates the i-th canonical coordinate of ]RN.) We are
now ready to define SUBALGIP(A):

Algorithm 14 step a) If A contains less than e"nO.
2

blocks of length ~ n2 then
have SUBALGIIn break down (or alternatively define then SUBALGIP(A)
to be the trivial piece of scenery 0 .- 0). Step b) If you have not been
breaking doum in step a, then for each k E 1,2,3, ...,e",no.

2
let vYI(k) designate

the right end of the k-th block of A of length longer than n2. We will write vYI
for (vYI(I), v'h(2), ... , vII(eano.

2». Step c) Apply the algorithm SUBALGIII
nO.

2
to the input vII and Al[vII(I), vII(eano.

2
)] and get as output the collection

of pieces of sceneries denoted by SETFI. Step d) Take the color of the first
block of A of length longer than n2 call it s. Step e) Take the avemge of the
lengths of the first enO.

2
blocks of A of length longer than in and call it 1. Use

it to estimate the length of the block {xf, x~}. (See lemma 10.) Step-f) Se
lect any couple g, w where g is a positive functional and w is a word of length
d such that I3no.2 /1n2 ~ d ~ I7no.2 jln2 and such that: Case where q =I
0) g@ Iw @ 1.>n2(Pp.(E;(2)£p.(Bno.2,OBSno.2(d),Fno.2(d)'"le,.e:;°.2) > I and

gl @1.>n2(Pp.(Et;)£p.(Bno.2,Fno.2 (d-I)·le, Et·~) :5 1/(9no.4 ) and c) Igl12 ~
eC4nO.2. Case where q = 0) Same thing as for q =I- 0 but simply replace the sec
ond inequality by gl®1.>n2(Pp.(Ed~;)£p.(Bno.2, OBSno.

2
(d), FnO.

2
(d)*le, Ed~';) :5

1/(9n°.4). Step g) Find a couple ga, W a satisfying the same conditions than in
f, but such that on top W a is different from w it its last 13no.2 jln2 bits. Step
h) Let 'l/J be the piece of scenery which starts with the word wand ends with W a
and such that in-between there is exactly a block of length corresponding to our
estimate of the length of the block {xf, xn. and of color s. Step i) Assemble
the piece of sceneries from the set SETFI together with 'l/J to get the piece of
scenery which is going to be the final output of this algorithm. That is place
'l/J at the origin and then select one after another pieces from SETf'I which you
move around on Z until they coincide on an interval of at least 13no.2jln2 with
an already placed piece. (For precise instruction on this point simply follow
algorithm with nO.2 .j

We are now going to prove theorem 5. For this let {st (k)h~o, resp.
{S~(k)h~o be a random walk starting at xt, resp. at xt but having its incre
ments independent of {e(k)}kEZ. Let E'lI'xi be the event that SUBALGIIn (e0

st 1[0, en
O••

3
]) is a piece of scenery equivalent to el [xt - en O.

2
, xt + enO

.
2

]. We
are going to prove that up to an exponentially small probability in nO.2 we have
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that e is such that conditioned under {, EiJ:,:£+ holds with probability which up
1

to an exponentially small probability in nO.2 is close to one. A similar thing can
be proven for xt, x2 and xl' (We will leave those proofs to the reader since
they are similar.) This then implies theorem 5. So in what follows we will
write EYr for the event EYr,:£+' Let .c1(.le) designate the conditional distribu-

1

tion of (BnO.2,OBsnO.2 (d), pnO.2(d), rO.2(d)_bno. 2
, pno.2 (d)*)(eoS.t 1[0, e3nO.

2
])

if we condition under e. Let .c2 (.le) designate the conditional distribution
of (BnO. 2

, OBsnO.2(d), pnO.2(d), rO.2 (d) - bnO.2, pno.2 (d)*)(e 0 S:t 1[0, e3n O.
2
]) if

we condition under e. Let a(l) designate the proportion of i's where i E
1,2,3, ... , e(mO.

2 je3nO.
2

such that the right end of the ie3no. 2
-th block of e 0 S.t

of length longer than n2 stops st
1

at xt, let a(2) designate those for which
S.t is stopped at xt. Let ell designate the signed measure p, - a(I).c1(.le) 
a(2).c2(.I{). Define the following events:

En { r . . rval I [ nO.2 + +] [+ + 3 nO. 2
]ll,l = lor any mteger mte C -3e + xl' Xl U x2' x2 + e

of length no.213j(in2) we have that there exists two points y < z such that
I c [y, z] and e(y - 1) ¥= e(y) and e(z) ¥= e(z + 1) and z - y ~ no.217j(in2)}.
E1r,2 = { the product of the lengths of any clnO.2 consecutive blocks of the

scenery el[-3enO.
2 + xt,xt + 3en

O.
2

] is smaller than eC3nO.2}. Efr,3 = {Ielll ~

e-2c4no.2}. E1r,4 = {for any integers y E [_3enO.
2+xt,xt +3enO.

2
] such that

{(y) ¥= e(y -1) the left functional of eat y is also a left limiting functional of
{ at y}n {for any integers z E [_3en

O.
2 + xt,xt + 3en

O.
2

] such that e(z) ¥=
{(z + 1) the right functional of e at z is also a right limiting functional of
e at z}. Let EYr,6 be the event that in each consecutive sequence of clnO.2

blocks of el [_3en
O.

2+ xt, xt + 3en
O.

2] there are at least C2nO.2 blocks of length
3 or 5. Let E1r,7 be the event that in the four color unit interval coloring

associated with W-3en
O.

2
+xt,xt +3en

O.
2

] no nearest neighbor walk oflength
C2nO.2 can generate the same sequence then a sequence in the four unit interval
coloring located strictly to the left or the right from where the nearest neighbor
walk starts. Let EYr 8 be the event that except of the block {xt, xf} there

is no other block of l~ngth ~ nO.4 in el [_en
O.

3 + xt, xt + en
O.

3
]. Let EYr,9

be the event that all the blocks of { 0 S.t 1[0, en
O.

3
J of length longer than n 2

are generated by eo S.ton.{xt,xt} and there are more than ecmO.
2

blocks

of e 0 S.t I[0, en
O.

3
] of length longer than in (see lemma 6). Let Eir,lo be

the event that xt - xt < 2n. Let EYr 11 be the event that the average of

the lengths of the first en
O.

2
blocks of e ~ S.t which have been generated on

{xt, xf} and which are longer than in is less away than 0.5 from the value
+- + +- +. 2E[T:£2 :£1 IT:£2 :£1 ~ ~n = /3:£:£n inn]. Let EYr,12 be the event that for each

interval I in [....:.3enO.
2
+xt, xt] or in [xt,xt +3en

O.
2]and oflength inl3no.2jin2,

there exist an interval J such that I C J and {IJ is equivalent to a piece of
scenery in the collection SErrr and all the pieces of sceneries which are elements
of SETfr are also contained in el[_e3nO.

2 + xt,xt + e3n
O.

2
]. Let Efr,13 be
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the event that in ~1l-3enO.2 + xi, xi] and in W-3en
O.

2 + xi, xi] each piece
of scenery of length ln13no.2/ln2 - 1 is contained at most once. Let E'Jl,l4

be the event that there exists two points a and b (may be random) such that
the piece of scenery 1/J constructed in step h of our algorithm SUBALGIIn

is equivalent to ~I [a, b] and a E [xi - ln17no.2 /ln2, xi - ln13no.2 /ln2] and
bE [xt + ln13no.2 /ln2, xt + ln17no.2/ln2J. .

We have E71,l2nE'Jl,l3nE71,14 c E'Jl' Furthermore, in a very similar way to
what we did for the algorithm SUBALGlIIn, one can prove that E7I,lnE71,2n
E71,3 c E71,l2 and E71,l n E71,2 n E71,a n E71,9 n E71,11 c E71,l4 and eventually
E71,6 n E71,7 c E71,4' We get that (Eil,l nEil,2n E71,6 n E71,7)nE71,3n E71,9 n
E7I,n C E71' Thus, E7i C E7i,l UE7f,2UE7f,6UE7i,7UE7i,aUE7i,9UE7i,1l'
Furthermore, E7i is contained in (E7i,l UE7i,2UE7i,6UEii,7UE7i,sUE7i,10)U
(E71,S n E7i,9) U (E71,9 n E7J,a) U (E71,lO n E7i,n)' Now define E71,e to be
equal to E71,l n E71,2 n E71,6 n E71,7 n E71,S n E71,10' Then first note that
E71,t. only depends on ~, i.e. is IT(~(k)lk E Z) measurable. Now, when Eil,e
holds (or alternatively when we condition under ~ where ~ E E71,e) we get that
E7i C E7i,9 U (E7J,9 n E71,a) U E7i,11' Now when we condition under ~ and
we have a eE E71,F. we get that E71,9 has exponentially small probability in
nO.a. More precisely there exist (325' 1326 > 0 not depending on n and esuch
that P(E7l,9Ie) ~ 1325e-f326no.3 for all eE E71,e' (To see that this is true
see the proof in section 2 that E3 and E5 both hold with high probability.)
Next note that when we condition under eand we have a eE E'Jl,e we get
that (E7i,9 n E'lI,a) has exponentially small probability in nO.2• To see this
note in our proof that P(E7iI,a) is negatively exponentially small in n we did
not use any assumptions on e. We only needed the fact that the stopping
times all stop the random walk in the interval [-en,enJ. Thus, the same
upper bound which holds for P(E7iI,a) holds also for P(E7iI,ale) no matter
what e. Thus the same upper bound but with nO.2 instead of n holds also
for P(E71,9 n E1I,ale) no matter what e. Eventually, by a large deviation
principle it is easy to get an exponentially small upper bound in nO.2 which
does not depend on n or efor P(E7i,11 Ie) where eE E71,S' This then implies
(since we saw that when eE E71,ethen E7i c E71,9 U (E71,9 n E71,a) U Eii,11)
that there exists 1326 , 1327 > °not depending on n or on e, such that for all
eE E71,e we have p(EIile) ~ (326e-f32.,nO.2. Now, P(Eii,e) is exponentially
small in nO.2• Since the same kind of result can be proven if we take xi' ,x2"
or xt instead of xt, we have that theorem 5 holds. Now, let us give us a few
more details about why P(E7i,e) is exponentially small in nO.2• Note first that
P(E7i,e) ~ P(EU,l) + P(E7J,2) + P(E7J,6) + P(EU,7) + P(E7i,s) + P(E7i,1O)'
Now let E'iI,12 be the event that {xi> ean

O.
2

}. Note that the lengths of the
blocks of el [O,xiJ are i.i.d. with each one of them having the distribution of a
block of econditioned under the event that block has length < n. It follows,
that when we condition under the event {xi> e3nO.

2
} then the distribution of

el [xi - ean
O.

3
, xiJ is the same as the distribution of el [0, xiJ conditioned under

the event {xi> e3nO.
3

}. It follows that in total variation the distribution of
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e\[xt - e3n
O.

2
, xt] is different from the i.Ld. scenery distribution by a quantity

which in absolute value is smaller or equal to P(Ej/,12)' It is easy to check that

P(EIT,12) is exponentially small in n. Now ifel[xt - e3n
O.

2
, xt] would have the

i.i.d. distribution, then P(Ej/,l)' P(Eff,6)' resp. P(Ef/,7) would have the same
upper bound as P(EjlI,l)' P(Ej/I,6)' resp. P(Ej/I,7) but with nO.2 instead of n.
Thus, P(Ej/,l)' P(Ef/,6)' resp. P(Ej/,7) would be exponentially small in nO.2.
Since, however el [xt - e3n

O.
2

, xt] is not Li.d. we need to add to these upper
bounds the value P(Eff,12)' Since P(Ef/,12).is exponentially small in n, we get
that P(Ej/,l)' P(Ef/,6)' resp. P(Eff,7) would be exponentially small in nO.2.
It is easy to check that P(Ej/,l) is exponentially small in n°.4, whilst P(Ej/,s)
is exponentially small in n. For P(Ejf,2) consider the following thing: let Ej},2
be the event { the product of the lengths of any Cl nO.2 - 1 consecutive blocks
, where we take out the block {xt,xt}, of the scenery el[_3en

O.
2 + xt,xt +

3en
] is smaller than 2~ eC3n.} Now it is easy to see that if Wxt - e3n

O.
2 ,xt]

would be Li.d. then we could an get an exponential upper bound in nO.2 for
P(EI';~2)' (This can be done in almost the same way, then we found the upper
bound for P(EI'1I,2) since the quantity 2~ has little effect in comparison to the
exponentially quantities we are dealing with.) Thus, P(Ef;~2) can be bound
from above by an exponentially small quantity in nO.2 plus P(Ef/,12)' Thus,
P(Ej}~2) is exponentially small in nO.2. Now we have that EfbnEff,s C EfI,2'
Thus, P(EI'/,2) ~ P(EI';~2) + P(Ef;~s)' Thus, P(Eff,2) is exponentially small
in nO.2•
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